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Tim Lena, commercial diver, tests submarine for Submarine Inc. in th~ pQol at the field house. (Peter Florence photo)
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Vance,. Barrett fourth 11air to try

Two lllore announce intention to run
By Chris Heisenberg
::
. Sayitig thc;re · is a need for
better communication ·between ·
the Student Senate and the
student bod')', Henry; Vance
announced his candidacv for
Student Body Presi"dent
yesterday.
,, .Yance, a sophomore

.

.

.

.

By Michelle Evans
The Presidential search
Committee at the University of
New Hampshire has narrowed
tHe field of ca nd ida tes to ten
semifinalists, · accord'ing to
Wilfred Sanders, com·m ittee
chairman.
Followin .g individual
personal interviews in Boston,
which · Sanders expects · will
begin in the next few weeks,
finalists will be selected from .
t.h e presentten.
"There's no preconceived
number of finalists," Sanders
- ,said. "We could select five or
six of the top candidates, but if
we felt eight would be good
finalists, we'd accept all eight."
The semifinalists' names are
not being released, Sanders said, because "all are presently
employed, most by other
academic institutions. We have
to respect the rights of those
institutions, and the . people
· involved.
·
"'For example, it could wen
be _of some that we interview,
we don't think they're of finalist
caliber," Sanders said. "Or they
may decide they don't want the
job."
SEARCH, page 11

political scien,ce majo,L.4tn.d h.is .·igpora_nt . of .·the Se-nate/ s administration to get student
running m~te Studen_t Senator '.,activities. ·' Td .say that 90<!{/ pf feedback," Vance said.
; :Neal Barrett, a sophomore
the students don't know what's
Vance said ·d espite his lack of
going on in the Senate," Vance experience he is qualified for
Russian major. . are both
residents of Richardson H Ol!Se. ·said.
the position. "I feel that on the
"I think the Student Senate is basis of what l 've seen I can do
the Political Science mininot responsive to the students," a better job than the other
dorm.
Barrett . said. "To me the
Both said .most of the
CANDIDA TES, page 24
students ' on campus are
Student Bod)' President has to
. be more responsive to the
- studenf body. We will inform
the students about the Senate's
activities:"
Vance said he would set up a
polling ·agency in the senate to
get ·the students' opinions.
"With a poll of the students we
By Michelle Evans
/ campus. Morris on said, then
would get a better idea about
The rush began before decide tha.t "Dover or
how the students are feeling."
Spring Break. but it was not for · Newmarket aren't so bad."
He said he would also . be plane tickets to Florida.
Students with off-campus
, starting programs to give the
For students wishing to experience will "share pointers
students more information move ·to ·an off-campus .and anxieties," and help
about ·tj,e senate·. "We'll apartment in Durhi:1m next students decide what thev are
promote informative activities year the search must begin in looking for before they t~ke a
to get more information to the · t_he middle of spring semester. place." Morrison said.
students," Va nee sai.d .
·
according to Maggie Mprrison,
Vance. rn.-chairman of the of the Commuter Transfer HOUSING, page 12
Young Republicans, sa id · he Center.
would have administrative ·
-INSIDEThe Center wi ll sponsor onecommittees in the Student
night seminars in each
Senate so the administration residential area next week,
would get a better idea about featuring a slide presentation,
Henry Vance and Neal Barrett, the two newest candidates in
the student's needs. "Right now ctnd discussion ·with students
the Student Body President race~ (Jim Millard photo)
there is no way for the who ha_v e lived .in any of the
local commuting towns:
Durham. Dover, Newmarket.
Portsmouth.
The seminars~are planned "to
make the transition from
dorm-living to off-campus
By Lisa Prevost
said - P~blic Sa.fety Captain was valued at $21 million, with easieti," Morrison said.
a
street
value
of
$780.000
a
ton.
Escorted by state police ai:id
Roger Beaudoin. "It's just one
From past experience.
The incineration at Lamprey
armed Federal Drug Enforceof those little operations that
Morrison said the majority oi
began
at
2
p.m.,
while
officials
ment agents. two cor:istruction
has to be performed now and
stood guard outside and a few· students moving off-campus
trucks · carrying 27 tons of then."
Men'.\' /acro.\';e team beat
students
watched (rom the will want to live in Durham.
· marijuana rumbled into
,Federal marshals arrested 13
Penn State, 8-7. See story,
Deciding
where
to
live
is
a
Durham Wedne~day.
men at the Coast Guard station rail-road tracks runni-ng ·by the ,matter ~ ot setting priorities, - page 32.
waste
plant.
According to
The cargo. seized by federal at . Newcastle last week on
according to Morrison.
attempted drug smuggling Richard Rugg, administrator
officials last Thursday from a
"Some people will say. 'I
at
Lamprey,
the'
job
was
"very
Pana mania n vesse I, was.,. charges after their vessel. the
Calendar .................. page 5__
want my own space, my own
successful"
because
it
was
incinerated at Lamprey
Classified
................ page 27
Lichfield I. was towed into
performed quietly and room'," Morrison said : "Then,
,Reg i-o n a 1 · So Ii d Waste porL
Comics ................... page 24
_ looking in Durham becomes
Cooperative before students
Editorial ....... ~.: ....... page 16
Described by US Attorney odorlessly.
more difficult. You have to pay .
He
·said
no
intoxicating
even caught_a whiff of what was Stephen Thayer as the largest
Feature·
s ................. page 19
· for that.
Notices ......... ~ .......... page ·6
going on.
marijuana,.. seizure in New
Students usually try to live in
· "This goes on qu'ite often," Hlrhpshire· h'istory, · the' h~u·I .. MARI~UANA, page 14
. Spo.;ts ................... 7,~~P~,g~ J::Z
Durham for their first year off-

Durham h_ousing

hard to locate

Seized Marijuana incinerated
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EMT. trai_n ing:

N:ot just for ambulance dri1wrs

By Michelle Evans

Holl2s three-credit EmergeI)cy Medical Training
course ( Phys Ed 684) offers full EMT certification,
1 as well as certification in advanced first aid and
cardio-pulmona~y resuscitation.
'"In the past, EMT's have been limited to
ambulance attendants," Holt said.
The course is now an advantage for a wide_variety
of students, and is required for all outdoor
education degrees ; he said.
Many pre-med· and nursing students take the
course as preliminary or side training, Holt said. A
special 40-hour version of the course is offered for
nursing students, who already have the background
in human anatomy (the course ordinarily runs for
120 hours).
-· '
'"For people . who - work with children,
organizations require this certification for ·
_insurance reasons, a-nd to offer a degree ofsafety,"

.""The normal reaction for' people witnessing a car ' accident is to drag the victims-from the car," said
Ken Holt, a member of the Dover Fire Department,
and an instructor in Emergen"cy Medical Training
at the University of New Hampshire.
·
The Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) .
learns the . important tactics in such a situation are
to control traffic, and stabilize the -victims, not
moving ·the neck or spine. before an ambulance
arrives, Holt said.
In fact, Holt explained, the goal of an EMT is. to
arrive· at the scene of a medical emergency, then
assess . and stabilize people .n --a pre-'-hospital
-situation."
Another example ofthis service is the_ski patrolwhich travels up a mountain when a skier is
reported injured, .Holt said.
J.

•

~

Holt said. citing as an example chaperones on
children's"camping trips.
...The certification is also essential to those
considering employme_nt in the National Ski Patrol
. or the fire _service he said. The course is a step in
. acquiring a paramedics degree. the highest degree
offered in the field of emergency medical service.
"A lot of Students ta Ke the course for their own
- betterment," Holt said, '"for example, in a family'
situation, when a ~hild swallows cleaning fluid."
Holt had been teaching the EMT coarse at
Wen.tworth-Douglass Hospital in Dover for three
years when Michael Gass, a UN H faculty member,
took the course and petitioned the School of Health
Studies to offer the course at" UN H for credit. Or-i-ginally offered . as a special topics course for
~the last spring and fall semesters, the course is now
fully - incorporated in the _ Physical Education
departmenL
Holt currently has 40- undergraduates, faculty,
s;t:aff:arnfcommunity membern enrolled in hi s Er..;JT

. Professor-Ken Holt ipstructs Gordon ·and Patient ·o ebbie in emergency procedures. (Scott Young photo)

course, which- meets at New Hampshire Hall.
Lecture / demonstration classes alternate _with
student practice on equipment.
Holt's Qfficial title is "'EMT_Provider--1 provide a
service," he said. He has alfo received Advanced
· EMT Provider and Instructor certification, as well
as being a CPR instructor.
·
"When I was hired - by · the Dover Fire
Department, they sent ·me to EMT school," Holt
said.
With his previous education (a B.A. in human
anatomy. and physiology, and M.A. in zoology, and
a teaching degree), "the state asked me to become
- an instructor." .
·
·
Holt has taught a dozen EMT courses in the
three-and -a-half years he has been an instructor. Holt will be offering a "pretty intense" summer
course which will run three days for nine weeks.
In order to receive certification from the.. __
Emergency Medical Service in Concon:1, aspiring students must fill out state EMS applications at the
Physical Education ciffrce in New Hampshire Hall,
before preregistration .

EMT, page 29
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NEWS IN 'BRIEF
INTERNATIONAL

Senate"' approv.es
water hill

US 'carrier, Soviet
sub collide
The US aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk and a
nuclear-p_owered Soviet attack submarine collided
Wednesday in darkness in the southern part of the
Sea of Japan. No personnel from either ship were
injured, · and neither ship received any damage.
Penta.g on officials, who chose not to be identified,
said the Soviet sub was to blame for the collision,
beca-use it was traveling without navigation lights . .,,

The Senate easilv .overrode President Reagan's
veto of a new -$180 million five-:Year program of
water resources research Wed nesda v, 87-12
surpassing the required two-thirds by 21 -v'otes. The ·
House of Representa_tives is expected to take
similar action on the bill before week's end. Only
three of Reagan's vetoes have be~n overridden since
he took office in 1981.

'

.

Poet, author, and professor of English -June
Jordan will be part of a panel discussion on
''Feminism, Race and Class" as part of Women's
History Month at UNH. Jordan, along w'i-th Patsy
Schweickart, Assistant professor of- English, and
Arlene Voski Avakian of the Woman's StucLes
Prog'ram at the U niversitv of Massachusetts will be .
in the Can-oil-Belknap Room of the MU Bat 2 p.m. on Monday, March 26. ·

,..-·

The Peace Corps is offerfr1g trammg for
Lebanon's warring militias ignored a new cease- .
_graduates with mathematics and science minors, as
.· fire declaration as thev continued to send mortar,,
i and shellfire i~to • Christian and Moslem- - part of its program to_fill the demand for highly
skilled volunteers. The Peace Corps is especially
neighborhoods in Beirut. The figh-ting erupted after
- looking for · people with math and science skills
the failure -of a nine-day pe~ce conference between
because US industry has a great demand for such
leaders of the warring-ractions· in Lausanne, people. For more information on Peace Corps
S_witzerland. _T h·e only results .o f the talks we,re an
service, write to Peace Corps, 1405 McCormack
unsigned document declaring Lebanon an Arab _
Roch, Boston 1 MA 02109.
entity and calling for a cease-fire and the setting-up .
of a corrim}ftee to study P-Qlitical reforms.

NATIONAL
Reagan cancels
mis·s ile de-al -

l'. I I ► '1.

- UNH _

Peace Corps ·offers
trainiQg

· Peace nego!iations
fail

President_ Reagan yielded to oppos1t10n from
Congress- and withdrew his offe~ to sell anti-aircraft
missiles fo Jordan and Saudi-Arabia. The action
came just eighr days after Reagan told a Jewish
group the arms deal was impor.tant to security in the
MiddLe East and improved relations with moderate
Arab states:~·- One senator said _ Jordan's King
Hussein's criticism of the deal was "the torpedo that
sank the ship."

June. Jordan at

LOCAi.: -

Coast Guard seizes
$23· mi~lion in pot __ ·~

UNH student-wins
_con-con seat
UNH student Dennis Hogan of Nashua won a
seat in the New Hampshire Constitutional
Conve.nti-on, winning out over seven other candidates. The 19 year-oJd_poli.tical science major
will now take part, a_long ~ith 400 other members,
in a six-week period in which the members may
orooose ideas for amendments or alterations of the
state ·constitution.

WEATHER.

- 32 -tons -of marijuana were burI}ed in an
1

incinerator in Durham yesterday, part of23 million ,. dollars worth of pot which the Coast Guard seized ,,.
from the Panamanian freighter Lichfield l last
Today's weather should be mild, with variable ·
week. The ship was stopped because the crew had
cloudiness, and a chance : of rc\in aiong the coast.
painted a false ·water-line on the side of the ~hrp, in ~- - Tem·peratures are expected to be in the lower 40\
an attempt to hide the 33-ton cargo. The same is expected- through Mo"nday"'
t. "i1ni·1 ! i l t 1l ~}•.~•~ti:~·l ·• JU.fiJe'tfri: O:Hrfi,t:!.

.
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inadeq uate

By Andrea Parker
University. He said the _ to the magnitude of this· saia.ry
Some UNH facultvm.embers
difference was greatest in Life difference and gain .the· support
are asking that extra money be
Science and Agricul-ture and
of our other faculty colleagues
put aside to correct . salary least in Liberal Arts .✓in the · Ca u c·u s · as we
discrimination,.ilgain st women.
Associate professor, Phyllis
recommend more equ1t~'ble
The Economic Welfare
Hoff, of the Economic Welfare salary distribution for women
Committee of the Facult~ 1 Committee,- said Monday the faculty. She said it's a terrible
Caucus recommeRded Munday
difference between salaries for situation and it's getting worse.
that, " ... an additional pool of men and women ha~ been She stressed that factors such
money be set aside to correct
getting wider rather then as discipline (what c~llege
these inequities between
improving. She noted that belon-ged to), time in rank, and
women and men's salaries,
three years ago the difference in year of degre~ . earned ·cannot ·
p'rior _to implementation . of avarage salaries was $1,80 I at accounl for the substantial
other proposed salary the assistant professor level. differential in ,facult,; salaries
increases."
.
.
That went up to $2,40 I two for men and' for., _women,
The measure is expected io
years ago, while one year ago it particulary at the _ assistant
beyoted on at-a spe~ialmeeting was $3,062.
professor level:
of the caucus April 16. If
'Caucus member, History
"We are crea!ing a larger and
approved ,._ the measure asks
larger ditterence," she said.
Professor Darrett R utmen,
that action be taken before
Hoff said the goal of the PAV page 13
1
faculty receive their proposed
proposal is to "draw attention
six percent raises next -year. ·
Associate professor of
Economics, Richard Hurd of
·
_
·
. .
_ .
.
·
Lhe Economic Welfare
_
_
Committee, said - the largest
Cheryl Schaffer: '"Women are still being paid 59 cents.to every - difference in men a·nd women"s
dollar a man earns ... " (Scott Young photo)
_salaries is at ✓ the assistant
professor level. At the Monda~'
meeting he presented tables ·of By Patricia Hardy ~
Martha Byam, Assista-ht Dean
data compiled from the Office
The Commuter Transfer
of Students, when .she heard of
thes_e p' eople sleep_ing in their
of I nstitutiomil Research and Center has . a program that
· format1on
· ·m provides emergency
·out.
p_ublis hed salary in
housing , -cars .a nd camping
•
· She
the library. shelte.r' for those students in
·thought it was the ·ce.rtter's quty
as .: well . · as the.i-r '., eth-ical
, He said the 69 male assistant need.
" commitment to pro.;ioe' shel-~er
professors with Ph:-D.'s-earned . - . - lt _began two ,);ears_ ago for
for these students.
'N.e1') ·
~lccordi·ng to thei·,. worth bas-·cd $4,430 m·ore than women with students living in apartments
• to facuity . d
By M
1 aureen O
~
She sent letters
an
·
1·
~
and
re·s·pons·i·b
·
.
1
·t·.),
,
the
same
degrees
last
year.
off-campus
who
Sk
had
lost
their
On
1
1
1
1
·
Wc)men are still being paid
·
·
staff
requesti·
ng_
the.ir
·
·
b
·
Takint
the
med
,
i.
.
in
average
of
·
apa_
rtments
because of frozen
59 cents to everv dollar men measurements. H owever. JO
participation by offer:ing a- bed
find clerical _1·obs . the data, the only difference h~ · p-ipes or fire.
·
.
. h
f
f
.
earn, with slim c 1rnnces o t· ,'valuations
~
f
d
h
d
.
.
T.
m
their ome or a- ew mg h ts .
.
.
,·cquiring
more skill are paid- _oun wast at women earne
Accord
mg
ro
Li·nda
1bbets,
--w
·
e
have·.had
·
_-the most
ba-lancing those stat1st1cs,
h
·
d
·
·
1
·
b
·
·
·
t·
h
c
·
accord·i-ng t _e1r egre.es one year_ater, µ{ . · manager o t e
ommuter
les·s than· ha· rd labor~
. - ...:-· accoi·ding to Cheryl Schaffer.
·
heartwarming
response
from
Schaffer addressed issues to Schaffer. The reason is that were appointed to their Transfer C_enter, most _of the
the UniNersity comm-unity," .
year. H_e students who hav,e used the
facing women workers in the Clerl·c~~1 1 _1·obs are t,_,1 pically- p·o_sitions the same_
d ff
said Byam. "-We have gotten
over 50 volunteers."
80\ in a talk sponsored by t h e W omen's _1·obs.· Schaffer -said, • said t_he one ye_ar I erence m_ program came to UNH from
·uNH w ·o men's HistorvMlb"?i th and the work isn't'' valued '-~, earning a d egree .har d~ y- out of state or ,out of the ,= Those
: with·- l:r<i>"me.s .b n
rogram. ycsterd_ay m the · properly.
~ccounts for a ~5,000 differ~n_c e country, f (fr Tne firs:(timeand/~: Dµrham or on' ,the 'Kari-Van
P
. he s·t,·es·s·cd the i's.·s·ue als.·o , m salary.
had nowhere to· stay'while they
MU B
-S
:were encouraged tbe- most • so
·
Hurd said the differences looked for an apa._ rtment.
.
Schaller, 31. is the regional
the studerit wouldn't have a
coordinator of District ·925 SCHAFFER, page 29
varied over colleges within the
The idea originated from
problem with_transp.ort.ation to
Sc rvice , Em p I oyees Interand from campl)S.
national _Union (SEIU)
Amongthefaculrya ndstaff
AFLCIO in Boston. She helps
who have ·offere'd a space in
workers organ,ize unions and
.
their home is Morissa
participates in collective·
Choriian, an International
- bargaining between employees
By Lisa Prevost
along.
· Raytheon Corporation,
Student Advisor.
and management. .
Jobs-_ for math majors are
Acco rd ingtoMu,nd y,afour- Fernand J. Prevost, mathe"'Be-fore this program
Establishing pay equity.. is
plentiful in _a variety of fields, member p·a nel will discuss matics consulta-nt for the State
everyone threw up their. hands
one hope Schaffer sees women
according to UNH Associate several math-related careers Department of Education of - · and didn't know what to do
~ have in balancing the pay scale.
Profess-or of Mathematics Joan representing some of - th e New Hampshire and a
with these homeless people,"
The concept began in the early
Mundv.
traditional areas where· matb textbook author, and Donna
Chorlian .said. She said it is a
70\ according to Schaffer. with
TheJ math department · will majors are employed.
H. Royer, a so(tware developer
necessitv for· '"victims of the
small court cases on un~qual
hold its first math career night
The panel wi.ll include for the Sanders ·Corporation.
unexpe;ted" like those who get
pay,
·
·
- next Tuesday evening at the S t ephen Hall, a st aff · rate
Mundy said each guest stranded in Durham because of _
The principle of pay equity
Elliott Alumni Center as a wav research analv st for Public speaker holds an underan unexpected sn·ow storm .
says jobs sh·ould be · paid - of passing this good new·s -service Com.,pany of New graduate degree in" mathe- ·
The· housing volunteers state
Hampshire, Wade B. Robbins, mat.ics, noting .that Hall also
their- own requirements as to
a data - acquisition systems
,_
representative from_ the MATH, page 28 ..SHELTER, page 25

Erne·rgen· cy hous1· ng
• · te· d-.,·
p· -Ian 1·•n· -~·t1tu

Schaff er speaks
pay equity•

•

J

J

·M at•· ih
.j maJ_
•Ors to -h
. .ave' t h e_I•r day

A piece of .Times
Square at UNH•

The University has -recently
Above rfle board is a moving
received four new electronic electronic message board that
message boards. free ofcharge, will have notices and bulletins
from a New Jersey based on it.
advertising company.
- "'It's for people interested in
The boards, installed during publicizing campus events,"_
spring break in Huddleston, Heyliger said. "It's done Qn a
Stillings and Philbrook dining first come first- serve basis."
halls and the field house, were
The message board is open to
provided by Guaranteed Sales anvone who wants to advertise
Inc .. of East Brunswick, N.J.
a c;mpus event as lo·ng as there
The. right hand side of the is enough space, according to
sign is a monthly schedule of Heyliger. .
recreational events including
"It's for recognized
intramural programs and _ organizations who are doing a
competitions, as well as dub campus-wide event, " she said.
meetings , according to Lynn
The electronic sign, which
Heyliger of the recreational
_WELCOME~ page 22 .
sports department.

L

_~-~i~!i_n_!l_~~!_!!a_n_ ~t_u_d_yjQg JIJ .tb~_firsf s.p.ring Ji.ke_w.eathe.r_since the J>ig snow.. .(Tob.y___Greenfield
photo)
·
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By Michelle Evans

served from July 198 l _th-rough_
-.. You've survived for two Septem.ber 1983 once asked her
y-e~TS in a ·very poor country." -· to speak before a g-rou-p of
'said - Leslie Berger. a Peace
elementarv schoo-l children.
Corps volunteer. .. How co_u ld
Berger\ t~aining had been in
'that not enhanc~ a resl,lme'?"
the - areas of economics and
Bergersa.idalthoughservice _ business.
wi,th the Peace Corps n:iay
"What was I g,oing to talk : _
provide valuable career
about'?" Berger said. "'These _
experience for- the college
kids can't understand business. ·
graduate. the demands of the
So I devised a little course -in
job- may exceed -a volunteer\
health,--reallv basic. how to
formal education. avoid malar{a. good sanitation.
A village leader in- Upper Things their parents didn't
Vpita · in Afric•a where Berger, , know."

Acco nfi ng tu- Berger. _NepaL Columbia. and Niger
Berger _said rhcrc ,s. a greater
voiunteer-s are encouraged- to will be s·hown. An ,i-n-denth
demand =in foreign co·u nfrjes for
be creative with thefr time off question and -a-ns:wer session ~cience students specifkally in
the -job. and to participate in wilJ foll-ow. Berger said.
mat_h. h:alth. agriculture. andthe couRtrv.
. Berger. 25. joined 'the Corps cngmcctmg. _
Peace c:orps representatives after graduation ••for myself-.:
In the pa.st. volunteers came have peen trave'lling to for time to reflect on what I from liberal arts majors. but
different Ne'"'. England ·rea·lf\i. wanted to do next." she
budget demands req11irc that
can:1pus~s. a~d will b~- at t_he said_the · Corps respond to the
U nivers1ty 1 of _New Hampshire
She requested West' Africa. specific requests of needy
on _Monday. March 26 in the
and was stationed in Kaibo. co-untrics. Berger said.
hopes of recruiting UN H U ppcr Volta. one of the poorest
Vol unte-c'rs a re given a
gradu~_ttes..
. _ _
geographical -areas in the stipend for - living \xp~;se~~
A him leatunng volunteers - world-~
while serving overseas. Berger
describing their experiences in .. The Peace Corps puts you - said the amount is dettrmined
in a smaH village-:..: you .get t()
by the standard .of living in the
know people as an integral part countr~' of their service. but
of the communitv." Berger said tha-t the amount amply
said. "You start · ·to fee-I ... as covers expenses. and leaves
thoug_h it\ your viUagc. ~'our
enough for travel.
_
people. So much so. if~ hard to
While overseas $175 per
By Dan Land-rigan
,
books. an$18.200 rent~! fee to leave.·· chasing.
·
·
·
montf) - is deposited in an
-P-eters Campus Services, be paid to PSC. and a bidder.,., Pl"mouth State College is
Berger
worked
wit.h
the
account
in the States for each
still .,accepting bids for their formerly named Campus determined ,percentage of the
viHagcs to boost their economy · · volunteer.
profits
payable
to
the
college.
Stores,
has
held
the
bookstore
coHege bookstore management
through the use of people\ During the Corps· heyday in
contract _ for the past eight according to Cheney.
contract.
,_
agricultural and artisan skills. - the 1960\. 15.000 volunteers
S
·eve
n
co
m
pa
n
i
es
a
re
·
yeaTS:
The
current
four-year.
All bids were to be opened on
such as grain prodoction and
were stationed in over sixtv
Wednesday, March 21. - contract expires this year and submitting bids. though their
- countries. Budget reduction
names will not be released until women's craft groups.
has cut this number to 5.000.
after the bids are opened to · ~•tfyou want to get any work
, ., done. you have to spend time - making the selection of
insure that each company
socializi·ng," Berger said. A applicants much more
prepares its offer indelarge part of her free time was stringent.
pendently. Bentley said.
spent visiting horhcs in the
According to - Berger. ten
Eileen Clark. manager of the
percent of the applicants arc
PSC bookstore. said Peters v'St'a°gc. ()f ~~h~tnging otit in the
-assigned to a country. After
Campus Stores will .be ma, Kt:C.
The Peace Corps i,s
being medically and legally
submitting a bid and that she is "especially
for
t:hose
who
enjoy
cleared for service. three people
hopeful they . will retain the
roughing it," Berger said. arc nominated for evcrv service
contract.
adding the Corps- commonly opening. although- many
John Maier, manager of the
however. the deadline was NH state pal icy mandates the sends volunteers to countries people drop out during the
extended to March 30. A mail contract must be put out for UNH Bookstore,, said .Barnes
where running water and application process. often to
_:problem heid up de-livery of bid public bids before - renewal, and Noble B·ookstores is
electricity an~ scarce. _
accept another job offer. .
specifications to several according to Nancy Cheney of -another of the"-- companies
She also stressed. however. according to Berger.
'interested companies. resulting PSC-'s Business 'Operations bidding.
the Corps is now attempting to
Berger urges prospective
, _
_
_ The New York -company
in the extension, according to Office.
attract '"people who didn't used · volunte,e rs to sign up for .
George - Bentley. UNH
Bid specifications include a recenttv received a contract to
to think __the _Peace_ Corps was
. associate.. dir~c;or: -of pµr- ';._ fi~e •ijerq~1;rt' dis·c oulit'Ton text provid~ services at UN H. for them."
l!.t~CE CORP. -page 24 :~, ~ €ffective M av I.
2
~

Plym~uth hook_store for hid

"The _specifications are very
similar to what will be offered.at
th~ UNH bookstore... _"

,;

Position-s ··Available.
I'
1·

-. -

---,------,

Programming .

-.Fund
·"Organization.

,

'

-1 Business
Mai,ager
,

'

.

•(;

'

.muso Film Trivia ou1z 1) Ho~ many characte1Ct99.~ ~p'l'ace in the final airport scene in
Casablanca?
.,,,
2) What did Alvy Singer and family live under in AnRie Hall?
3) What two words-appeared on Regan MacNeil's body in the Exorcist?
_4) What Oscar-winning t968 film featured the songs consider
-Yo-urself, Food, Glorious Food, and I'd do Anything?
5) What film opened with Bud Cort making a mock try at hanging
himself?
6) What director's 1J10dus operandi was to ···a1ways make the ·audience
; suffer as much as possible"?
7) What film-featured the line: "She's not only nearly dead, she's really
most sincerely dead"?
·
_
8) What was the last word Citizen Kane spoke or, hi-s deathbed?
9) What film presented James Dean witli his first starring role?
10) What film featµred the line: "You know 19ow to whistle, don't you
Ste·ve?"?
·
-1 J) Where was Elaine Robinson conceived?
_
12) Whos~ practice of tl,Jtting vodka with 7-up at 7 every morning was·
another of his wicked; wicked ways?
13) Who made up the great triumvirate of 1920's silent screen comedy?
- 14) What was the Planet of the Apes? ,
_
15) What film featured the famed shot of Marilyn Monroestanding-over
a subway grating with her dress billowing u_p to her face? 16) What Jilm yvas hyped as "Being the Adventures of a Young Man;
Whose Prihcip-le Interest are Rape, Ultra-Violence and Beethoven?
17) What Mike Nichols movie was calculated to have 11 Goddamn~,
seven bas:tards, and five sons of bitches in ~t?
,
18) What j~panese detec,tive did _Peter Lorrep,lay alm<?st a dozen tim~??;
f9) What aging silent film vamp played -faded movie star Norm·a_~
Desmond :in Sunset Boulevard?
.;
·
, ",· ·
20) What :·f,lm saw .S lim -Pickens bluJt: "VVe-11, boys, I quess this 1s it:
Nuclear combat, toe to toe with Jhe-Rooskies!"?

_: ·1sf'prize- A

Compensated PoSlfrOns · · ·
G_reat Practical Experience
Pick up application :-in _MU B Rm :l 24.A
Deadline: April J, 1984

-.

,/

se~sons'- pass to Muso Films

--. ·. ,,_,. and two tickets to Napoleon

·-: 2nll orize3rd prize-

Two tickets for Napoleon
Two ticke-t s -to a regular Muso Film

All submissions must be made
to -the MUSO office,
'Room 148, MUB, ~y April 1

Candidates· state:'J j.latfOrlfls·N
,

.

.

.Fflli~-.k,~lf~,, ,,drif.(<1.11.
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I .ast da~ to· c,i'rry lll()(T th~rn' 20.0 credits: without sl,.)rct~arg;, .. , . ' '
M)l?-:-S_FM E~-lTR: 1._i,~t<.fay t'o drop courses <_>r :wjtl),qraw_wit-l~<)Ut ,..,,
acad~·niic 1jt1hilit~.
· . ;
. : --, ,, - ,. _. :,• ,, ~-. ,.~
,
acti\•ating_ a qeccnt park-fng
NAl!Ol\'Al:·WOMEN'SHISTORY .MONTH: ''Wi:tl1 lfah ics 'and
polif y. getting fiving conditions ' Banrin's ." film ahout: ni:n; Wf)nlcn's part-i'cir:.~t io'rt i_n (; M ~11\kc ri:i·
.in the residence halls improved
1937. C\rro-11-lklknar Room. Mrn10ri_al Uni d n, 12':Jff r..-m . . · '·
and impi::oving the · stature of
PHI BET/\ KAPPA VASITtNG SCHOLAR: "Sets Without .
the Greek ~ystcm can · only
Fkmcnts." Saunders M~1cL~p1c. Rocim M227. Kir:Jgsbui:y. 2 p:m; ·
-1'LW- HAMPSHIRE l!\TERNATIONAI. SEMINAR: "Workers'
come i'nto being if our main·
Healt h and GrncralHcalth,- Serviccs in Cros~-N-ational Perspectives: ..
point - building1..1p the respect '
-, he Cases or the 1-edcral Republic of Gcrmam· and. the German
of students for thern,selvcs as a
·1km<)crati'C:.· Rcp~;lilic.; .. Ray Elling. Coordinat<;r ol 't!1c Northeast
group -- is made to happen. ·
Prognim, for Cri)ss-Natifri1al Studi•es • or Health , SyStcms. Ne\\·
. We arc therefore running on
·Fngla nd Crnter. 4 p.m. ·,
_ ..
_ _
. . ·
behalf .of the entire studen't
NATIONAL WOMEN'S H !STORY ' MONTH: "ldea'ls or the
bc)dyas its representative- the
Fducared Woman." Jane Roland..:Martin. prokssor of philosophy.
<mly. legitima te reason . lp-r
lJ ni\crsit, of Massachusetts. Boston. Berkshire Room. New ..
. ~unnmg . .:: 7,. ;;<
ritJgland :,C.'enter.·'._8 p.m . . M ust.:hc n;gistc.i;e,t with J)(,'E.{,
J

We 'a·i·c 'runnitH! ·hccause .\\e ror rim nine as ~1 selfish one and
feel . that ·nqnc 0r .the ,·othc1: we know his rec·o rd speak; Jor
dc;il,ired candidates has sho\, n its_cll· in revealing the fact that
either ,in· abilitv. or a desire to he will not make a satisl'acton,
-_
·. add rcss the· legitimate C(H1~erns ·. rrcsident.
of the student bod\.
The other · .main ricket. · is
Two candidates had declined ·senate surported and hence is
at the time WC rnade our long Crom the s,ime stabk that vear
thoucht a hout decision to run~. ·~1fter year has hccn prom(-;i·ng
One \cl'used e·ither to tell t·he far more than it has delivered.
whole truth ahnut his record or
We have made the four mai:n
about his . running mate\ points of our campaign known
rccorl
ana arc the · onh candidates
- This fact rC\ ca Is his r-~1-s-on doing so. Hut oi.-tr points <)f

.~

- ~· • :_:..

-~~

·:.• ;

.'l·,

.

,.·

~:~-~

i.:~ / -~. -~ -~ :, :~- t ::· ~ -~ , (,

~\

SliNDAY, March 25 ,
·
Arc \·ou . concerned abc)ut Strafford 13.·oom - an.d the needs and grcatb~-clcserves.
what ,;c;u have ·invested in, the everyday wear and tear of the
HEATL TH-IN:SUR-thousirnd~ of dollars, thes.cfour MUB.
ANCE-- We advocate thtit if
p i v o t a I y ea ·r s a n d t h a t
ADVISING-There is a . health _ i_n ~urance bccorpes .
· overwhelming future'? WelL we 900-1 ratio at the Liberal Arts
mand~toP> that .thos·e stuqents
have all the confidence ~that Advis-ing Center. We advocate wno
arc ~alread\' covc·rcd b"
' ' <HI. as we! I as we. a re
a decrease in this ratio. We also ·in sufance can~ waiv'er - th(~ _concerned in . that· investment. would- like to look into potential mandatory fee·.
,We arc ban Carr and Christine · improvements _in {1dvising in
, HONORS PROGRAM :.
Guimont. We arc runni'ng~for -the other colleges. ·
This can he. · an outstanding-'
Student Body President and
STATE BUDGET--- We facet of our ac~demic progrnm.
Student Body Vice •pi•e·sidcnt. pledge to actively lobby _the though it stir! needs' tb be
.
.
·r · - The elections are -April_·J ,ind legislature to get lhe money
April 4 at man-v of the kev that this Universit}' desperately CAMPAIGN, ·page· 9
lc)carions on c,;mpus: Y 01.1-r
v_ote is ,inMher in_vcstrhc,nt.
,
\Ve arc str~rngly quillificq for
i licsc pos,itions: ·We h,ivc been.
vc·1~, acti'i ·e i.n. Senate for .the
ra~-t t\vo ·, ·cars . . Besides this
ex per i ~, n ~ e.
h ic; h w) I r
The resume is a mis-understood part of thejob-hunting process .
.lkfinitel\'-he to our advantage,
"' w~ 1.:iav;~"comc- t'o tl=ii~ dec·isi~m
frc;m variou~-; 'tnickgrouncls' -0 {_
' Un.derstahding what a reswme can and mus.t dofor .you is as
im~portant as the resume , itself.
' . ·.
·' ,-,, '
. ' . . / I .· . . r,r-h", ' 4.
, i' i .
stu d enc
mlt,civcm~nt_, ....\1 · c're'
for~~ __both of-us ha.vc a good - · . w · . .
, h · b -d· · , h
•
-s ,fi~:f ft'WHtt,~·s~ek'? fffa"'intel'Gs(s" ' >::7 \:c:·.r:, ~M(t;,ltfi; r~~surpe as,,ta~ , A.J,I 1 :0•1J .YOUt,SJr,erigt -~,~n 0· .... _ . _
.hL • . _-,c,·.• ,, · -.· • :·;, ;.,;'_ h'' •, s... d
·, .. ' ' ~-.
. ,-aocomplishments. We taile>r you-r,-Fesuine ,to m~et~your sp-ecific:
t a,t w1 concern •~t e . tu ent .:
", ·. . ,
•·.
·· ·
·
··B d.• .;
s1tuat1on.
o. )·
.
.
ln'investing in us. you are np.t
we ·have fifteen··years e~perience in the job-gettiQg process. Our
on:ly -·:inksting in two people.
resum,e }ff:m l hit.p,,.. Y9h1 ... ~~ yo'u begin the most important markeHng
hut ·more important!.\, in where
effort of your- rife
·
the\· ~tand: ·
.,
jVt,U B R ENOVATIQN-Call us for an appo_in_tment!
. For \ oo long we as students
1 htive settled for less thirn. what
we deserve. -The MU s' is the
most used building on tamp us
and it needs a· $250.000 cash
inj\1nction and a high priority
t(1 new furniture iri1.-thc PUB. ·
and' the East.:.Wcst Lo.unge.
more-comfortable chairs in the

-~\v

I

-

" l ,._:

M USO Fl I. M SFR I ES: "The 1-ount,tinhcau:· , Strafford Room :
-. Mcmorial ·lJ nion. 7 & 9:30 p.m.

. MONDAY, .March _26 "' .
N1\lJONAI. WOMEN'S HISTOl~Y ·MONTH : "Femi," n(sn1~- ·
Raci~m and Class ." -panl'I discussiorl'. C1rroll-Bdkn.:1r· ·Rt)()m.
Memorial Union. 2 p.m . Childct1rc pro\i<lcd..
_
.
, NATIOl\AI . . WOM-EN'S HISTORY MONT H: "Fen:iinism . a11d
(ilobal,. Po litics." discussion kd hy ·June .Jordan. writer: Ciranitl'
Stiitl' I~oom> Mcmorial Union. X p.m . Chi.ldcarc provided .
··1 _H E l/NH - DANCE : TH(.AlrR , COMlU\NcY PRE~l{:W':
Directed h, . Jean ' HrO\fn. l.a1'1< Ro'bcrbc)ti. and Gay Nardone.
Jo.hnso.n
Tl11s,1tcr:
Paul... .Arts.8
p.m. , .
~' ~,
.
:
~

·;

~

',

,,

TlJF~SDA Y, Ma~ch 27
TH( l/NH DA ,N CE THFATER COMPA N.Y PREVIEW: .Johnson
Thcatl'r.Paul Arts. _~ p.m.
.
.
.
J\A."I 1O-NAI. WO}~1EN ·s HISTORY - MON-1 H: -"Louder · than
Word's." Jilm and discussion ahout womcn:S use of ,c,iviJ ,
tl'isohcdirncc. Foi·ui-n R6om. D imonJ Libr'ary. 12:J0 to 2 p.m. . .
1.r:CTU RF: "Science and P tihlic ·Polin: Risk Assessment ·:c1.nd ·
Managcmrnt.',- · watic;· Lynn. Cori1cll _lJ'i1iversity. ri~)()m f.lOJ.
Pa-rsons H:i!L) p.111 .
'·
·

VISI.t THE JJNH (}ALLER~
,in .Pa.uJ Creative~i\rts,.

-Now on exhibit arefHembr~ndl etching•'
_:- and inuch more.
The New Hampshin:· ( USPS . 1s pu 1s e an d1stnbuted semiweekly through d ut the academic yca-r. Ol!r offices arc located in Roorr:1151
of the Mcmoriar Union Building, UNH : Durham,_N.H. 03824. Business
)ffice houi·s: Monday--Frtday to AM-2 PM .. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham.NH 03824. Advertisers shmtld
i::heck their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case b.e
rcspon~iblc for typographical or other crr~>rs. but will reprint tha_t _part ~f:_an
ad-wrtiscmcn-t in which a typographical error appears. rl not1f1ed
immedialeh . POSTMASTER: send· .address changes to The New
- lla11111:.-hirt~: 151 MUB. UNH, Durham. NH,03824. 1-L000copiesperissue
.prtnled by .lournalTribunc. Biddeford Main<:.

1

'

COME

PRESIDEIIJIIL ·CIIIDIDITES
.
IN DEBATE . .
Wed. 28th . l2:00-2:00
Strafford Hoom MUB ·

1
·

If youhave.- a -question for th.e candi_d ates you
may s,ubmiLone at the door or while you wat~h-. :~

.
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NOTICES
ACADEMIC··:
SUMMER FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM .IN
. NUTRITIONAL _ SCIENCES: . Sponsored . by
Nutritional Assessment and Counseling Service.
Experience in Nutrit ional Assessment and
Counseling. Open to qualified sentors or _rec€nt
- graduates. Twelve weeks in summer at Human Nutrition Center. Stipend p,rovid_ed. Submit
. resumes to Doris Irwin, H uma11 N utritjon Center-rCampus.
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP: S~veral college_
scholarships for !984:-85 _will b_e avgilable for
graduate ang undergra'duate studen.ts c_nrolled .in "
Life Sciences . and . Agriculture. Descriptions,
qualifications, .and applic~tion matefials'm<:,ly be
obtained from 0epartmerftal offices or the Dean\
Office, 20 I Taylor Hall. Deadline for ap_plication_s
is April 2.
·

years ago on top of Mt. Washington. Jeff w-iJI a ls() _
talk about how his brush with death which broi.1ght
him cJoser to his God. Sunday, · Man;h 25.
' Carrol~; Belknap Room. Memorial Union, 7 p.m.

. -F -e minisi author
~peaks in Parsons
By Jennifer Adkins

views have been published· m
Male hatred of women could Ms., New York Times ·
l.ead to a reoccurence of the - Magazine, and Mother Jones . . HEALTH
nightmarish Nazi mass
Enrcnrcich said th..c
murders · of World War IL Freikorpmen were the violent
NUTRITIONAL ASSESSMENT ANO
· according to journalist Barbara products of World War .I who
COUNSELING SERVICE: Sponsored b:{
Ehrenreich.
. continuted to torment Europe
Human Nutrition Center. This service provides a
complete nutritional ·assessment of your present
Reading from her preface to even after the war ended.
dietary habits. For more information. ·call 862Klaus Theweleit's psychoFrom the literature ·of the
-1704..
.
analytic study of Nazi Freikorpmen. Ehrenreich said
HEAL TH SERVICES STU DENT CONSUMER
fantasies, entitled Men's Theweleit - found a common
BOARD MEETING: Sponso~red by Health Fantasies, Ehrenre· ich pshchological tendencv fo-r
Services. Mondav. March 26, Conference Room.
confronted a UN H audience relief after murdering, l~ading
' Hood Hc;use, 1o·a.m.
with the frightening possibility him to · the conclusion that
SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF ALCOHOLICS
that 400,000 German Freik- - people were ~threatening to the
SUPPORT. GROUP: S'po.nsored b> Health
orpmen, roaming bands of Nazis.
Services. Open only to family or close friends of
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
alcoholics. drug troubled people~ or, problem
warriors, murdered millions of - Ehrenreich explai"ned that
drinkers. Interested people may participate. Group
people simply .becaus~ they the basis for that threat begins
SESSION IV RECR'EATIONAL SPORTS
meets on wef'kly hasis .. Mond}iy , M~n.·h 26 .
wanted to.
in the natal rela1iqnship
FITNESS ACTIVITI ES:-Last day for registration
Underwood House, 3:30 to .5 p.m.
Thewele-it's hypothesis between mother,s and their
for the followJng classes Ts March 23 in Room 15 L
HQW TO HAVE A GOOD PARTY: Sponsored
argues the men were notfor~ed -sons.
Field House, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Fee due upon
by Health Education Center.· Program provides
nor "were they suffering from a
"Boys must make .a _sharpec .
registration . Clas~s meeting twice a week ar~ $20
information on how to_plan a fun ana responsible
psychologic~l
i
na
bi
I
ity
to
separation·:
from their mothers
for those who hold recreation passes or ai-e full
party. Monday, March 26, Hetzel Hall, 8 p.m.
rationalize their behavior.
.
time undergraduate students and $28 for" others:
·' BACK -SCHOOL: Sponsored by Health Services.
Ehrenrcich sa1·ct".. A tension
classes meeting three times a week are $27 for those
Rather, Ehre·nreich said, it towards women is created as a
· School is designed to educate persons with acut.e or
· with recreation pa_sses or foU time undergraduate
chronic back problems to "take care of their backs"
was resulting in female result of this early -i ndependstudents and $3_6 :'for othe·rs . Registration is on a
and prevent · recurrent back injuries. - Tuesday, .
sexocide, which motivatea the ence- from female· authoritv
first come/ first serve basis. Classes start Monday,
March 27 through Friday, March 30, Conference
mass homicides:
la bled as "pre-Oedipal" confli~t
March 26. A ER.OBI CS.*: Earl)' Bird - 6:30 a.m ., . - Room, Hood House. 3 10 4 p.m. .. The Freikorpmen hated by-'fheweleit..
·
Monday, Wscfnesday ana ·· Friday: 6:30 a.m.,
women, theiI ~ bodies . and
~ Theweleit
identifies three
Tuesday and Thursda~( Lunch.: noon-: Monday.
- sexuality'", Ehrenreich told types of women in the world of
- GENERAL .
Wednesday and - t-·riday·: 12:30. Tuesday and
• . more than 100 people gathered the Freikorpmen.
Thursday. Rush .ffour --~3:10 and 6 p.m .. Monday
TEXTBOOK RETURNS TO THE PUBLISH in Parson Hall March 5.
- -Ehrenreich ·said the first
and Wednesday: 5 ·a·nd 6:30 p.m .. Tuesday ~rnd
Thursday. WOMEN'S BODY BUILDING* . 6 · ERS: Returns will begin this week. First semester
Enrenreich- is the author of books will be returnedJirst. but starting March 2~,
two . ):lOoks and her feminist EHRENREICH, page 7
arid 7:30 p.m., Tuesdays and ,Thu1~dai,s. AQUA
LL.---·

second semester texts will . start to~ he returned
EXERCISE: 5 to 6 . p.m ., Mondays and
Modular arid½ semesterco11rses wilfbe held for an ·
Wednesdays. FITNESS SWIM : 8 to 9 p.m ..
additional 2 weeks aft~r ·the beginning of the
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
. ,
·
ADULT BASIC SWIM : 8 to9 p.m., Tuesda_ysand - course. All textbook retu1:ns will he completed by
April 25.
_
Thursdays. SPRINGBOARD DIVING: 8 Jo 9
VOLUNTl;:ER STUDENT USHERS NEEDED:
p.m., ' Tuesdays and Thursdays. NEW! SELF
DEFENSE FOR WOMEN: 5 to 6 p.m., Tuesdays . Unive_rsity Thea-t~r needs_. ushers for performances
and Thursd_ays, four weeks. $12/ 16. For :mo.re -_ b>' the UN 1'-1 Dance Thea for Company, March 26
tQ 3·_1.and the-world premiere of BLACK RAIN.
information. call 862-2031, Recreational SRorts.
Ayfril 23 to -28 . Sign up s~eets a.nd information are
*If 35 years or older we must have a p_h~'si-cian\'
ontlie Theater Call Boar-ch·lower level of Paul Arts:
- consent in writing.
·
.. .
9utside Hennes~sy_Theater.. )
' C:'AR EFR / LfFE PUXNNING · SUPPOR-T
_ G-AREER
mi O U' P f'.O R N ON - T R AD IT ION A L
MUB _.!NoFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by - STU DENTS: Spol}_sor.ed _by. Career PlaT1ning and .
Placement and Counseling and Testing. c. Leam
Career Planning and Placement. For students who
about your interests, skills and work values in
find it difficult to schedule regular appointments.
relation to sareer/ life choices. Six wee-k group.
Monday, tylarch 26, ~alc_g,n.y Table, Memorial
Thursdays, ·March 22 to April. 26, Underwood
Union U0 toJ:30 · p.m .
House,2 to 4 p:m. Sign up at Underwood House,
FUTURES ~CAREEJ~ PLANNING WO-RK--..
.S HOP: . Sponsored - by Car.eer Planning -and · •' 862-3647. .
STUDENT- -BODY PRESIDENT AND VICE .
Placement Workshop focusing-op select-ing,careers
PRESIDENT PETITIOt'JS: Last day petifions
and majors, occupational , investigation decision
avail·ahle, March:23. Room 130. Student Senate
_making, ~a_nd job hunting. Mond-ay, March 26,
Office. Memorial Union, 9 a.m., to 4 p.m. Petition~
·senate/_Merrimack Room, Memoriar Union . .3 to
4:30 p:m.
- .
. .
must be submitted with 200 signa-tures bi 3 p.m.,
March 25 in Room 130. Memor-ial Union.
EXPLOR--tNG CAREER OPcTIO~S AND
N E W . CO M M .U T E R · 0 R I E NT ATI O N
FINDING CAREER INFORMATION:
WORKSHOP: ·sponsored by Commuter/ Trans· Sponspred~ by Ca,reer Planning .a.r:id Placement.
fer Center. Slide prese_ntatic;n and discussion on
Moneay, March 26~ Senate/ Merriltl.flck rrri.,
"Li-vin·g Off Campus: -Options ·and Perspectives."
Memorial U njon, J to _4:30 p.m.
.
RESDME WRITING WORKSH.-OP:·Sponsored - Monday. March 2°(>~ Stoke-Games Room, 7 to 8:30
by Career Planning an_d ·Placement. Lecture and . p.m'": Tuesday, March 27, Randall Loun.ge, 7 to
discussi.o.p ~s~ssions de_V,()ted to wriUfrLi<)b-ge.tting · 8:3_0. .p.ni. and Wednesday, Ma'rch 28. Christenss:n
comoi_umcatn:ln tec;hm<:;Jucs, resumes,c-over'letters, '. Lcrunge, 7 to 8:30_p.m.
etc. Tues~~y; M_a'rch p : Forum Roprn. Library,(1 ·. VETERANS INFORMAL=- RAP SESSION:.
p.m. - .
. -·
Sponsored by Vetrerans Coo-rdinator. Thompson
..... Hall. Wednesday, March 28, Underwood House. 5 _
.
·. _
~to 7 p.m.
CLUB~ ,. .ANIJ.0 :RG_ANIZA TIO.NS :
TUG OF, WAR ON CANCER: Spon~ored by
Hitchcock Hall. To raise money for the American
0 C C lJ ,p A iroN A ·t -" :T H E R A P Y C L u' B
Cancer Society . .Ce>ed teams consist of dorms,.
STUDE'.!NTi-CONFERENCE: Students fromfraternit,ies and . sororities. Saturday, Mar,ch -31,
Nortfn~as_t'~:Rc,gio!;lal 't0[1ege··a_nd Universities will
Lo_wer Quad, I p.m:$10 entry fee. Free to watch . .
be attending~:;.~S-peakers fro:rtnlifferent parts of toe
- MIDSEMESTER INCOMPLETE DE~DUNE:
coun_tri'""·' wiit\ ~pea~ · _pli > ttealth: related . issues.
Deadline is Friday-. March 23. Grades resolving
Regi~Jratio1L,.,i.~ -01J ' f-:ric:la.'5.'. , Mareh , ·23 in the.
undergrapuate and special undergraduate ·
·SenateJ.Merlimack .Room, Memorial Onion from
incompLetes for Fall · 1983-84 are due in the
· 4 to 9 p:.in. Tht fee is.$25 to $30 . Confere·nce held
Regi_strnr's Office. Deadline for approved petitions
on Saturday," M.arch 24 and 25. Mem.orial Unic)n,
-of extensi·on also.
all.<;jay.- ·'
. · · ·
,
·
·
STUDE-NT BODY PRESIDENT AND -VICE
CLIMB-ERS BRUSH WITH DEATH :·
PRESIDENT ELECTIONS: Sponsored by
Sponsored· by New- Hampshire Outing Club and
St~tdent. Senate. Elections will he held on April 3
Protestant Student. Group. Jeff Batzer talks a·bout
his trials and errors during a climbing-~xpe<lition 2 - and 4.Ti-me~ a·nd places will he list~d in next issue.
1

.·

- '·

.-

A)iplic_a tions are aVaila!Jle
Jor editor positions··at
The New Hampshii-e
Come by ,~he office· to pick up_applicafion$ ·q nd
see ad .i n _this· issue.

•

•

- F eminlst author Harbara Ehr~nreich- spqke in Parsons H~U
::
March 5.:-(Heidi ~i~ty photo) ~-· ·. · · .,- .'< ,_ t _~ __ -.

UniversityTheater ·
·uNH Dance Theater .Compiny ·
In concert, dir~ctea by. Jean Bro~n,
Larry.Rober-tson> ~nd· Gay Nardone
. John.s on Theater ·
Paul Creative Arts Cenler
Univ@rsity of New Hampshhe
Durham
March ·28 through 31 at 8 p.m.
,
March 29 at 2. p.m.
Previews: March 26 ·and 27 at 8 p .m. ' .
General: $4
UNH students, employees, alumni;
Senior c'itizens: ·$3
Previews: $1
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner }heater package with · ,
New England Center Restaurant
...
.

~

.

.
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------ ---EH REN REIC H---- ----

U.S.News & World Report presents

(continued from page 6)

group were mothers, wives and
fiapcees who posed no threat
and were, therefore, .put out of
their minds.
The second group,.the ··white
women", were nurses who
worked for the war effort, but
were · ignored, Ehrenreich
explained.
The third group were the
.. red women", and consisted of
the professional, working class
women. These women were the
.object . of the Frei"kotpmen 's .
hatred. They were described ·in
Freikorpmen literature as
promiscious, as whores and
threatening. The Freikorpm_en
felt like these women could
·•engulf · them,". Ehren.reich_
said..
Ehrenreich said she belives

we belong to a "warri9r caste"-vi o lent people--a-nd . th.at '
"facism might return again.
The tendencies arc around us
all the time."
·
The · fantasies of the Freikorpmen are not confined
to that group of men. she said.
As long as women have the
·greate$t contact with men when
they are children, and women
are conside·red the '"'inferior
race", Ehrenreich said she fears

Metam~rphOsis

ther:e will be men who detest
women.
"To ultimately understand
facism, we must invert the
nightmare," Ehrenreich
concluded. "We need
comparisons to inch our, way
up to . understanding . the _,.....
unthinkable ."
B ~' u n d e r s ta n d i n g t h e
. unthinkable, we may · prevent
the reoccurance of (fie
nightmare.: she s;:1id.

... or, "How to make a smooth transition from back- pack to briefcase." ·
~
·
·' You'll never lose touch with the outside world when
you read U.S.News.
Get straight to the heart of the ,news that matters
with late-breaKing upaa1es rrom arouna me world ...
expert analyses on politics, business·and the economy ... for-Ward-looking reports on trends that are
.shaping America's job market, the way we live, your
future.
_
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-priqe. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.
·

Focus
on

For a Fine

Ameri ca's
Futur e "

- - -- -

Breakfas t B-uffet ·

· Money-saving

·1-Student Coupon

. All you can eat

Sat. & Sun.: 9:00-1:00

I

I

Saturday $_3.95
Sunday $4.50 -

I

Lower Square Downtown Dover
749-3636
Help Prevent Birth Defects. ·

I
I

,...~,..•~~~===:7.!~M,..."""'"IPI~
.Match-of Dimes~'- ,--~ ~;;.l:~::=....~=-~-~~~~~ ~~~~~
~ l lllmll[B'
Suppo~the

~BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION- 'I"

■

-l'll~~r,"!'!1~11'1!1,_.~. .

·

'
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~

• •
-~-

■ ■

·Tonight .in the MUB PUB...

D YES, send

me 23 weeks of
U.S.News & World Report for only
$7.97.1'11 save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price.

Only

35¢
per wee~

·I

Name

I

School Name
Address

Apt.

City/State

Zip

u.s.News
& WORLD R8PORT

I _. _

.

Mail coupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
2400 N St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037 ·

1:
I
I

.. - - - - - - - --

"· Listen for the News Blimp, on WUNH.brought to you
: • by U.S. News ~ World Report.
·

• •

■
at 8:)q\~&
.-.

,

•

J

Shows
10:00 p.111.
Admissigrt: $2.00 ·
_UNH ID/ Proo(:()f Age Required
Sponsore d by MUS<;)
~

UR GH !
MUSIC WA -·
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Write for FEATURES,
SPORTS, and NEWS!

Deadline for application
at_The Ne\V Halllpshire is
March 30.
Get involved! Be an editor!

INTERESTED IN BECOMING A

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVE?
What does a Student Representative do?
Forty students volunt.eer about 5 hours of their time per week
helping the Admissions Office with its public relations efforts. Some
of their responsibilties include:
-/nter..viewing applicants to UNH
-Conducting daily tours of campus
. -Participating in large group_information sessions

FINISH WITll STYLE!
Academically-Related J 01? Opportunities _
For Many UNH Majors.
Undergraduate and Graduate

-W hat would be in this for you?
Practical experience in the area of Student personnel
administration. Opportunity to enhance communication and
·
interpersonal skills.

Summer Session "84
Quality Paid Positions -

Applications are now available in the Admissions
Office. For those interested in learning more ab.o ut the
program in deta/1, there will/ be tiro informational
meetings:

University ofN.H.
Field Experiance .
Verrette House
862-1184

Tuesday, Mar<'h 27
Belknap Room. MlJB
·
.,., :1::lO--i:30 p.m.
Thursda~·, Marc-h 29
Belknap Room. Ml!B
7 :06-8:00 p.m.

FIELD EXPERIENCE --~ _,__~_ __.
·cAN GIVE YOU, THE EDGE
IN THE LONG RUN
"(j/i,,.

THE UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLANO

-

Paid Rosition Available
(1984-85 Academic Year)

Ju-dicial _Coordinator

College of Business Ad~inistration

Master of S·cience
in
Accounting ·

) Duties:
Coordinating hearings, planning a,:,d
implementing training -sessions for board
members, hall staff" and faculty, and
counseling students.

PREPARE FOR A CAREER WITH POTENTIAL
- • Strong demand for accountants. in- business and
g_overnment.
• Specializatio·n iri a variety of areas.

de i's w no n. ; a o~ n t i n g

·• 0 pen to st u
n
i th
undergraduate degrees.

~-----~----------- --~-------------·--.;.·------~------~--

Deadline:
lvfonday, April 9, 1984

Director, MS In Accounting
Ballentine Hall
University of Rhode ts.land
Kingston. R.t. 02881 ·

For Additional I njormation contact: · ·

Name

s_tree_t- - - - ~ - - ' -..:.....-----City

Can be picked up in the Dean ql Students
Office, Huddleston Hall.

CC

• Fifth _year program for accounting ,u_ndergraduate$. ·

For further information. mail this form to:

Applications:

State

Zip

«0 0!lJ _
~

Dan Vincent - .
862-2050

Dean of Students Office
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AIGN ------ ------ ---------- ------ ----C AMP
<continued from page 5)
worked out in greater detail. It students, wh ile increasing the
sho u ld be kept in m ind t hat we , revenue to the Un ive rsity.
STU DY SPACE - The
can only be competitive, due to
financia l resources, with the lounge f\irniture in the
residence ha 11s - sh o u Id
other state ·universit ies of New
England and NOT the Ivy cont inua ll y be rep laced /or
- added. We also fee l that during
·
Lei:!gues .
KARI - VANS - We wilt mid - terms an ,d · fina l s,
push for cash boxes in the Kari~ alternative areas should be
Vans to he insta lled as soon as - made available after m idnight
possible. We hope this · wi ll other than the 24 hour room .
PARKING- We will wo_rk
incrcasctheridei:shi pandmake
it more accessible to the to create new parking spaces,

all the resident Senators should
become a member of the H"all
-Council Executive StafL
enabling them to take on a
larger responsibility in nmning
the Hall. No longer should the
role of the Senator be to act
merelv as a liason, but more as
a student acting in the interest
·
of the Hall.

by extend ing A lot, construct ing a .new ·parking lot by
the new aprartments, and
restri·pping of o ld lots to attain
maximum park ing in those
lots . We also see that a priority
system of parking could be
deve loped for students.
- INCREASED COMMUNICTIO NS - The Student Senate
should be greater recognized as
the . voice of the students . In
achieving this, we wdl urge that

Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optometri,st

If you spent $20,000 -on something, ·you'd care
about what happened to it, woufdn't you? Then
show you care about this University and vote
April 3 and 4 .
-

I

\t
/
•{ Cotttcmporan-j Ct.,tlts

• EYES EXAMINED, GIASSES FITIED
• CONTACT LENSES:
· No obligation free in-office trial
• 90 day 100% refundable fee

itt America

Tinted Soft Contact Lenses

Tuesday March ·27
From 7:00-8:15 Parsons LJ0J
Question and answ~r _time will be allowed.

Available ·

. ______,eye contact unlimited_

Speaker: John Contoveros;
Campus Crusade for Christ
Staff director at U.N.H. _

\

These are our clearly stated
plans of action . •They a re not
merely promises and pledges,
but a commitment to you . We
will be striving to achieve goa ls
that will benefit the whole
Student Body. Cast a vote that
will make the difference. Vote
Carr and Guimont on April 3
-~ nd Apri-1 4.

Sponsored h_r Campus, Crusade-for Christ

• Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM •
123 Market Street, in the Old Harbor District
(603) 436-1200
Portsmouth, NH 03801

(i

A ti your bags are packe d

your're ready to go~··
BUT .WHE RE?
-,.__

/.

* Come •See the slide presentation "Living Off
:Campus: Qptio-ns and Pe~spectives."
* Learn ✓ abou t the hows, whens and wheres o( ~
_
.
. off ca_n:1 pus living. -.,:
*Join in· discussions with others who have
lived off ca_mpus.
Stoke Games Room

7-8:30 p.m.

Marnh 27

Randall Lounge

?-8:30 -p·.111.

March 28

_Christiansen ·Lounge

March 26
I

p.rp.

7-8:30
.....

;; ..,~,.. :;i,{

-•

•

-~

•

'

1~

,.::

Sponsored by the Commuter;, _T ransfer Center a branch- of the Dean of Students Office
Hours: Monday-Thursda y 8 a.m. -7 p.m. and Friday 8a.m.-4:30 p._m.

---------------------lllllllllllllllllll_______________________________________
- - - -

-

-

t _ _ _ _ ,~..<. . ·.,;,r,:.-::"<+
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C
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:II! Has openin{/s for the following

J compensated positions:

~~~

Ii~

Director .
Business Manager
~~
·I .Production Manager (magazioes) .· -·
~;~;
f Photo Director
·
=~~:
Catalyst Editor
]
Catalyst Ass(. Editor
~:
t Aegis Editor ·
li
{ A-e gas Asst. Editor
~;~
i~~~ Visual Arts Editor
~~i
.@ Celestial Visions Editor
l
Ji Celestial Visions Asst. Editor
I
}~.. Commuter -Advocate Editor-in-Chief
{..
J~ Commuter Advocate News Editor
~I
~i~i Commuter.Advoca te Features Editor
·,.~~:
@ Commuter Advocate Distribution Manage/~:
l~~j Commuter Advocate Production Manager f
Ji!!

--

,,
,,
I

J

'I'!u:

~iederkreis Ensemhle

1
I

-

\'c,ca/ quurlcl and pianb
1\ UNtl Cclcbrtly (~crio, Concert.

8 p.m., 'c5unday, lipril 1

John8on Theater
Daul Creative J\rt<B Center

II

§
§
§

t.

.

Ccncrnl Iickct,~ $8. t'acully <l.Y cSlaH $7
UNtl ~y Ntl tf(;:,h c<·h()<..1 I c,;,/ uclcnlJ, <l,:Y c'hcnior Ci/.i;,:cn/; $6
Ncmc>riu/ Uni<..1 n Tid:.clc1, O!ltcc. 862-2290
10 a.m. - -I p.m .. /vfc,nc/,~1 ' - f'ridit1 '

·:·:. ••••• •?•?•"•?• ··•.•·· ••••• •:. _;_;_ .:...

. Have
190,000 clients
from the start

-·~:.:.:.::.:.:.:.:.~;.·.:.-.:.:.:.:.:.:.:;;.~.:.-::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.j;.:.:.:;::·::··:.-.-:-·-···-----:···

Ma.,f,eJfJII can beOBeofli£

ft,

....

_Y ou'll get first hand
experience in the
courtroom right from
the start. In thre~ years,
you could tiandle more
than 3,000 cases in a
wide variety of subjects ·
from international to
contracts to criminal
law. if )' OU think you
have what it takes to be
a Marine Corps Qfficer
and lawyer, .talk with
the M ari.ne. Corps
Officer Selection
Officer when he visits
your campus.
More
than 190,000 Marines
.could use your service.

~

-

.

- -

--

- -- - . - - - --

- ---- - -- -

- - - -

'--

- - - - -

.
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--------SEARC H-,.------------- -----------.
( continued fr-om page' 1) ·

Following the conclusion of member committee.
the interviews, which Sanders
"Those · we've selected as
expects the committee to begin semifinalists have exhibited a
strong commitment to higher
in the next few weeks; finalists
will"be selected from a group of education," Sanders said.
ten .
A recqrd of executive
- Finalists will benotified, and -leadership in an. academic
asked to provide additional
tristitution is another
i~portant. criterion," he said.
references, Sanders said.
The ten semifinalists were
The present search· commitselected from an original field
tee was form-ed in November,
of 150 applicants by the 13- · 1983, after the first committee,

. . Mohair-Angora
Candide.:c ottoris
·Tahki-Manos
Anny Blatt

·;-r ···

Raumagarri '

Non,-cgian Yarn

MacAuslan .Shetland
·778-1417
Exeter, NH 03833

selected in Januarv, · 1983,
failed after nine months to find
a replacement for President
Evelyn Handler -: who
announced her resignation late
in the fall s~mester of 1982.
. For the past year Dr. _
Gordon Haaland has served as
·
the interim President.
In late January, Sanders
announced the search
committee had hired the
consulting services of the
Presidential Search and
Assessment Service to help
establish criteria for candidate
selection, ·organize committee
_ work and check candidate ·
' references, although the search
committee remained sole judge
,
of the applicants.
At this time, Sanders said the
committee hopes to have a
report fonhe full board of the
University System of New .
Hampshire Trustees in May.

EfflT
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR PhEd 684
(E.M.T.

CERTIFICATION)
3 CREDITS

summER - .

- FALL .
SEMESTER

'

June' 25th till August 23rd, 1984
Mon, Wed, Thur. (Time to be announced
September-Decemper~ I984
Mon & Wed OR Mon & Thur

6:30-9:30 p. m. · For applications and furtht:'r info. contact the

P.E. office in N.H. Hall (862-2070) or Ken Hult
( instru-<:tor) at 8·68-6581 before 9:00pm

GRADUATING SOON? - .

STUDENT TEACHERS

-Yourre Needed _
AIIOverthe
-World.

TRACE is looking for gualified teachers for
FA.LL '84 positions. Our staff will be in the
~

Senate Rm. of the MU Bat
7pm. on March 28th.

Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity and·flexibility
are os vital as their degrees. They' II tell you they ore helping
the world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the or~_as
pf food prodL1cti9n, energy conserv.Qtion, education, economic
:development on(:f health services. And they'll tell you-about
the rewards· of hands on career experience overseas; They'll
tell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love.

- ors. Alie &-Menard~
Optometrists

;

•

•Eye examinations
•Permalens extended wear lenses
•Polycon gas permeable len·s es
:'\EW:

. 868 1012

Dll\·t•r Hours

Durham Hours

Mor, Thur~ fr, 9 5

Mon lues
Thurs Fri 9 . 5

T,,..~ 9 G
\f\: t-' (l

Call 862-2010 -for \information.

· Jenkrns Court .
Durham . NH

742 •5719

Sd l 9 1?

I

March 26 - - 1:00p.m., Film & Information Session in E:arroll
Rm., Memorial Union Bldg . OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
March 27 - - Senior interviews conducted .in the Career Planning
& Placement Office .

Tinted Soft Lenses
· Vuarnet & Ray Ban Sunglasses
Complete Eyeglass Service
4 76 Centr,!1 Ave
Dover . NH

·PEACE CORPS

New Hampshire Outing .Club
and P.S.G.. _?--

- . presents

-JEFF BATZER
1

who survi,ved the three-day horror ·
of being last on Mount Washington
in the most bitter of winter ~eathei' .

. The- survivm: of trial. & e.rroJ
March 25th at 7 _p.m:
in the Carroll-Belknap ftoom
of the MUB ·-

'

; ·,

--------- HOUSING--------

JINtlfflllll_ROBIIIOIS.
~ -AVAl:LABlf-f lll ~a,:_~
.
IIITERIIATIOIAL STUDENTS OFFICE.
,

,

-_(eontin:u.~d from ,,page l!
She used the cxampk .ot

·__ ·..

landJords with 14-·p agcJcascs..

student has~no legal recourse. .

. tlking an· apartrncnt which - the maj.ority .o r that matc-ri.al
"Your biu-gaining p.owcr is
-seems perfect. oni~, to find that covcrin_g ruks and -r e.gulatipns . . lost if you haven't read the
there~renoekctr-icalout1ctsin .
Student Jcga! .scrvi-ccs kasc." Morrison said.
·
the _bedroo~.
. _
.. ~ hand_lcs ·a large proportion of .
The first seminar will he held
l he semmar will also cover students \\'ho fail to read the on Monda\.' March 26. at 7
the wealth of hassles stemming d-ctails 'oftncirlcascs. Morrison · p.m. in _ the · Stoke Games
from leases.said.
·
·
Room. On Mardi 27. at 7 p.m.;
- "A lot -of people_ arc so
For example. if a landiord Arca H's seminar will take

Plan and imp~eme.nt -campus 1Rternational. -programs.
- Assist with a v-ari~ty qf ·lntem-atibnal Students _
. Office activities, ir'icludi~-g orientation. Work Study
preferred but not,:r,equireci: Ab9ut 10 hr~/week.
APPLY IMMEDfATELY_- Deadli-n e March 30.
International Students Office
Huddleston Hall ·

anxiO\lS about securing~cplacc.
they Ice! they must s-1gn the
lease then and there." Mor_rison
said.
·_ _
She added she knows ot two

862-2030(2050

•finds a ~og _ living in an
apartment. and the lease clearly
stales that tenants mav~ not
keep dogs there. either the
student or the dog must go. The

pl,tcc in the Randall Lounge . .
and on March 28. · at 7 p.m ..
Christensen Lounge will host a
seminar.

Easter will be
here April 22nd.

--·

EIPLOIIIN&_CAREEIOPTIOIS

/ · · and _

FIIDINB -CAREER INFORMATION ·,

-

Monday, March 26
3:00-4:30 PM
Senate~Merrimack Room

MUB

,· -.,- Proaram--saonsered :bu
~ereer Plann1na & Plac,01BnJ _3aru1ce~
.

.

~_.:..~ ,

.

·--;... :, ~

.

r

.

The

KARI-VAN
•

UNH Presents

IS

<-

accepting applications
· -for bllsdrivefs -· , ·

"Politiea.-1 Action &-Socia\ -Chang_e"
March . 26-,30:
-

WOMEN
AND POLITICAL
CHANGE
;
- .

~

.

·,

Fe.aturi-ng:

-;· _;:.:

-

_Keyr,to.t~ -Speaker: ·

Juni ~-.o rdari, Marc·h 26 ;af 8:00 p~m., Granite State Room,

·--- 1

~

· · MUB

.':Fili,is:
_
Louder than ·Words,, Mar,d f 27 ~,. f 2:3Jl-2 p.m.,;: Forum Room,
,-

· _

,~:- :· =

/

:'

.Work-study
~ick up·applications at
· the ·Kari-Van office
Beside -.Kingsbury
a62-232s

~ · _· H·· -- . · : · .--'> Diamond Libr~ry . :> , '_
-. . . ·
Never Turn Bae~, March 29 at 2:00 p.m., .'F orum ,Roorri,
Dimond ½tbrary

· L¢cttJres~ :_
Status

9f Won:ie'J'! if
_

hie lv1~dd_!~ Age~-by Penny Gold, Ma~~h
28 -at8::oo p.-ni.~'·
.
. Hillsboro~gh-Sullivan ·Room,_M·u B .,
.,: ,

~· ···;r,

. .-

,,.

-Panel:·
-

I

Feniinisrn, Racism, & Class~ March 26 at 2 p.m., Carroll·nelnap Room, MUB
'. Complete informati;,fon schedules available a.t M,U B h~formation
Desk. Diamond Library tind COm11JU1er_ , Trim~jer Center. .-=: M?• • / I ~a•
~...__,_llllllllllllii1111111111....iiiiliia_...,.;_................,....,_,_..,;,,,..,ilioiili,,i.,...._liiflli,i,
. """""'""...,.....,..,..!!P.IJl!ll!Ja!!!!l!l!l""°
.l!!III.
,-,,.

, >"•,,r ; .

-,+, .
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'

-
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-

,
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- - - - - - - - - P A Y_, __________
vice presiden't·. to .1"rckc:ise .i'he
Hurd said he expects 'to get
information. John Kra.us,
the information in some form
director of lnstitutiona1
hopefull1;·in th.e "near future.·
Resc..frch·said the decisidn was ··
. Ano.ther grnup , (}n , campus
made :.bv Vice President : for · stu.d ying the issue oLwomen\
AcademTc
affairs~~ Ra··mon'd
. faculty salaries is t11e Tenured
.
.
)
Er1cksoi1, and intcrtrn . Women\ Faculty· Committee.
President Gordon Haaland not ' - Susan White of this committee,
to rekase the current vcar's
said _the group of fi~e · has
sa1arics . Knnis .also· said
concerns about the · inequities
d is cuss i on s on poss' i b L:y'
between the:salaries of men and pub Ii s·h in g . the specific
women at UNH. She said a
nuqiber of. p·revious studic;s . - ·
mforma ti-on wit h()ut identifying ·individuals bv name arc · indicate there are discreperi- .
going on. ·
·
· ··
cles, and "possibly significant
discrepencies.,.
·
/
" . W e ' re a t t e m pt i n.g t_o
~AC()NIA /\REA-Summer Jobs
undertake our own analysis. _.
•Chem. Eng.
•Mech. ~ng.
We· want to do our own study
to determine what the
•Mech. Eng. Tech_
•Computer Sc.
discrepenci-es are," she said.
Call Field Experience NOW
Her committee has not been
862-1184
provided with the . necessary
sta Iistics nom I nsliL udum:tl
Research ar this time either.
"We don't know whs,"·· she said
in Mancheste r New _~ampshire
b u t -e X p e c-t e d . t ha t t h e
Col lege work-slt!dY pr_eferred
.:...··
. i. n f o r m a t i-o n w o u I d b e
'·cont~ct : Frank M itche ll , Pine_ Island 4-H C~!nter .
forthcoming ' soon. :
··
2849 Brown Ave. Mancheste(:N H 03103
The Economic Welfare
-Tel 627-5637
Committee is cooperating with
the Tenured . Women's Faculty ,.
according to Hurd. It hasn't
been decided yet ·w hat type of
analysis wiJ-1 be used or how ·
man~' studies will be .done.

said at · the meeting he didn't
think th~ proposal should be.
approved before a , more ,
sophisticated analysis was dol1c
and it \Vas established rhat sex
di<crimihation in salaries exlsts
at UNH.
,,
.
Hurd s.:iid he'd wantccho do
a.detailed a nalvsis of this vear\ "
sa1ary data, but had difl~culty
obtaining the updated
information from the Office t)f
Insititut1onal Research.
1
The officc needs the
appro·val of the president or
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Learn German
This· Sufflmer

llfl
'

..~

:. ;;\ ,~ ,, .;. ::i:

,

June 25~
Augus(3, "1984
" The German sJmmer School of the Atlantic ..
at the un,i_-·.~(!YSity of Rh.ode Island .,
sole'

German will be the
language ~f ccim'm unkatio11 a~d Ger.: / man life and culture the. heart of this accredited i.ntensive
...•J-a·n.gu,age program av.i-ai~.-a b·l e ~t- all level s.
'k.,~.:~ - ~-- ·~~;.~-~ ~:-:p.-,
y.

~~~i~on

,\

Madrid
Lu-xE}mburg

AVERAGE.f:IETAIL
.
FIRST, QUAL

Am sterdam

r

Zurich
":;: - • ,,,d:_,.:o_,--;~_;,h,

Live ~and socialize iri comfortable surroundings. minutes away
from Rhode Island's beaches and scenic Newport.

,..·

,,_

•

\·

_StQ.G~_hol~ .:,_#_~~, -S~35P--·
Caracas
$243
Bog&t·a·
$429

'

~·,-...:..,.:W.o!.\,'1

::-VO

•

National Student Travel Bureau

Earn .8 .undergraduate or graduate credits:·

of the US.A.

Business people from international ' firms. and those who
simply want to learn or improve their German. may take advantage of this cour~e. In orderrto accommodate pfofessipnals
with limited time: rt is_possible to enroll in the program for
either three or s.ix weeks.

For detaHs: Dr: Otto Domf;,erg,
~part ment of Languages,
University of Rhode Island,
Kingston, RI 028.81 (40H 79-2-591 J.,

266-1926

FOR4

*New A~dress
729 Boylston St.
Suite Z01
Boston, MA 02116
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'EXPERiENCE ENGlAN'd AT WROXTON collEGE

fDrFridlilr,......,,Sundar&IIGIIClllronlr•

iN TltE ltEART of SkAkEspEARE couNTRY
Spend a semester or a summer .session basking in British literature, · art and
dram1.i - or absorbing England's history and rts conJeniporory social, economic and
politic,,! s~iences. At Fairleigh Dickinson University's Wroxton Coltege, in the heart
of rura· Oxfordshire, England, you learn and live in lord North's historic home,
Wroxtor Abbey. Course~ conducted by resident and visitif19 British schotors, under
the Engli-:.h lectµre and tutorial system, ore offered. to undergraduates yeor-·round ·
and to gr "lduote students in summer sessions. ~ndependent st'udy opporfunities,
wide-rang.rig weekend -trips, and attendance cit the Royal Shakespeare Theatre oil
make the ti. ,e spent at Wroxton a lively ~earnrng experience, full of En-g·lond's post
and present .... he progr~rn. is conducted under the auspices of o fully accredited,
well-establish'-- l\meric;:an university. Students from your university hove enjoyeq
the Wroxton exper ,ence over the years. To find out how you con carry on their tradition, fill out the coupon and moiHo: Overseas ,Programs, Fai:-l~igh Dickinson University,
Rutherford, NJ 07070.
·
. • ,

I
----~----------,
WITH.THIS COUPON . 1
.

NAME
ADDRESS

I
STATE

CITY

. ZIP

COLLEGE I NOW ATTEND
. 'M INTERESTED IN WROXTO_N

O .U~DERGRADUA TE O GR ADU ATE PROGRAMS

A.n equ~I epport~niiylaffirmative actior, .ins)itutio~

FAiRLEi<tlt "di4iNSON. UNivmsi-ry
Florham-Madison, R;uthedord}Way,.ne_
. Teaneck,Hacl<ensack, New Jersey

'

NO PURCHASE-NECESSARY .

.

, ~ID>llf.. !

. OF:IILl«JNE,1·
-11 TOPROIEafYOURTIMBERLANDS- I·

L-------------------WHILEnuaaiLAln' This offerexpi9S 3/31184

KN14..J

( continued from page I)
fumes escaped from the plant. ·dig it up later'! And to store
Only a slight -· odor was · something like ·_this · is verv
noticeable in Hie-plant; th"ough expensive," Rugg said
.none of his -workers were yesterday .
affected. Bv the time the last of · The University -allows the
· bale of ca.nnabis · Went up in Cooperative to lease campus
flames at 9 p.m :, he said.
- property for the· facility on
The ·state police called· Rugg · Lamprey Way and it, in turn,
. Wednesday morning and asked pr~vides .the U i:iiversity. . with
if they . could transport the ·s team for heating . camp!JS
_
marijuana to Durham for butldings.
"I figure we got about $1.000
incineration. Rugg agreed and
said he~notified John Sanders, , worth of steam from this deal."
directo·r - of "!JNH plant _ Sanders said .
_The incineration process
maintenance and· engineering,
so Sanders would not be- used at Lamprey involves a
alarmed by the caravan of double chamb_er burner. The
marijuana was put in the!ower
trucks and armed agents;·
.. We do it as a service for the - chamber and burned - at -1400 ·
state. What are they gonna do degrees Fahrenhe.it Rugg said . ·
with it'? Are they gonna bury it The material produced rises
d!H:I i:;- i !J_Sldllll )' Ut.:l:OIIlp q_se<J i n
i u tlle g1 u4na ~o Lhe Kids ca n

"· the - 1800 de.grcc upper thecooperativemanytimesin cement.. ·
chamber. ·
the l&st couple of years," Cray :~ '"Each bale was wrapped in _
There is not much that can .said. "It is a verv secure two layers of p'Ia:,;tic and sealed .survive ·af 1800 degrees," he situation arid a safe piace to db with something like scotch .
·
it."
.
tape. -Then it was wrapped in
said. ·
Captain Beaudoin said he
Crav said federal officials burlap to protect the plastic. ltwas not aware
any kept ·1,000 to, i',500 pounds was pretty near water-tight,"
disturbances · caused by the of the marijuana for evidence. " said the admiAistrator who has
transport · and that Public .. Because more than 1,000·. bee1rat Lamprey for two years .
Safety tpok no extra pounds ~jf marijuana. is . He said a federal agent told
precautions.
mvolved m th e sn:iugglmg htm the bales-float in water and
State -Police Major William charge: the 12 C?Iu~b1an~ and the marijuana will "'still be
Crav who coordinated -the c.me Ec~adoran arrested could
ood" even after fmmersio.n.
escort ·. and protectiqn of . the •. face pnson sentences of up to· g
federal - tr:ansport .operat-ion,
15 )1ears eacn..
'
None of the officials could
said- they- have never had any:·
Crew members were - recall when the last drug
problems with using Lamprey scheduled-:--to , be· arraigned in _ incineration took place on
as an kineration spot although US Di~trict Co~rt in Concord campus, alt_hough Major Cray
he said they "trf . to do it as · yesterday morning.
_
said the last time involved
quietly as ;possible."
Rugg said each bale of'"dfrty ' '"considcrab 1' less:· marijuana .
"We .and the federal drug • brown, moist" marij-uana
enrorcement agency have- t1sed resembled arf 80 lb. bag 01;:,
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The New 'Hampster
will be in· llext ·Frida:f's lsSue.
Look for· :j.t!

M.ark,-a UNH stud~!1:t,_~n _the pilo;ts;at

of his :6·9 yoi_k~)V~; eli ·~~~tle,,head~i:ig so~th for some sun and.fun. (Jim M.iltard ·j)~();qf _.-
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Th~ New Harhpshi:re
...... .• · .. . . is-" looking for
- Experienced people to fill-the fOllowing 'positions: ·
'

.

'

-:,

-

'

I

.

- -Editor~·in-Chief
News Editor (2)
.
De
Managing Editor
·
1/,tcy,.;t;; ,~,.
Photo -Editor
.
.
, 1 <1.lJ..o .
.
\
88
.. _·.
. <1:Ccylio
Editor ..·. . Forum
.6 .
.
.
.
.Graphic Manag·er . ::<~ ··· ~ · · · /)·'h.. . ·
~

~8- :·

Asst., ~usine$S .Manager
The. New Hampshire at
For morehinformation an·d descriptions of job titles, contact
· ·
· '862-1490 or 862-1323 or stop by our office.
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Editcifial
Last year. only 1500 students voted in t~e
student body president and vice president ,
elections. according to J. Craig Dickens.
chairman of this year's general election
committee. In order to stir more student
interest in the electi~ns this year. members of
th e Stude,nt Senate and others have initiated a
-- debate.
All of the candidates . for student -body
president and vice-president have been invited
to participate in the debate which will take
place on Wednesday. March ~8 from 12 p.m.
to 2 p.m. in the MU B's StraffiJrd Room. This is
a chance for the students to see and, hear their
,fellows,tudent can~idates. to put the n~me with
0

about the position ~of student bpdy president.
·
Dickens said.
- Stu9ents ,attending the debat~ will have an
opportu-ni.ty to also pose questi~ns to ~the
candidates.- Written questions submitted by
stud~nts at th~ door. _-when entering the
Strafford Room. will be screened for
..pertinence and impartiality" by Dickens . ..
TJ,en. the 'questions wi-11 become pat t of the
-debate format.

the face arid to hear each candid ate ·s positions.
It's also a cnance to make· a decision about
which_ candidate __represents the entire student
body and to cast an intelligent vote.
Questions _are being formulated by a five
memb~r committee and other sJ.udents. The
committee includes , former -sn1dent Body
President Ka-r en Johnson. Commuter Student
Representative Sue Tarolli. an on-campus
resident. Greek system representative Tom
Calarusso and Student Senator Luke Kramer.
The panel is supposed to represent a crosssection of the University community and
incfude panelists who are knowledgeable

Hopefully this effort will help to get more
students involved in the election. This year.
Dickens said. we hope more than f 500 students
will vote.

Letters
;·

'i'nvt'fv~ct

~ri
.;(here are i 66 stud~~is
a regular basis with Campi.ls
Crusade, making it one of the
largest student organizations at

d _o n't appreciate WUNH'S · Jesus .Christ helped us gain this
Myong Moon, his Divine
Princjple, and practice Divine rock, new wave, punk, or what~ver relationship with God by dying on
coming in over M PBN or WEVO, the cross_, and paying the penalty Deception.
for o~r sins, (John 14:6). ,
'
Just as there are counterfeit and however.
Througli Jesus Cnri•st we can
Ann C. Berquist
real dollar "bilb so are · there
Barton Hall, TSAS, experience the abundafl-t lif~ God
<~)Ufiterfe-it ) and ·1egit(mate
To _th~ Editor:
Campus Crusade presents the
has planned for us. ·God promises
Christianity. ' Anyone des:iring · to
· This· letter refers to the article
same Biblical message Christian·s
us total forgiveness of our sins and
learn the distinction is invited to
about the ACUI -Tournaments
have boldlv communicated for
eternal life. As far :as I atn
the next campus wide talk on
held a-t B. U. on Feb. 25-26, in The
2000 years, truths expressed by t~e
c,q ncerned, t.hat · is the greatest ·
in Americ,!"
Cuits
''Contemporqry
March
6th
dated
New Hampshire
Apostle Paul in the _ New
tp! \W t.hat can happen to ,a-nybody.
.
_.
.
next Ti.1esday night. ( March27) a,t
.
1984.
Testament. later taught by Mar.tin -7:00 p:m : ·in L::l0 1 'Parso'ns.
. ~ Mt- _A la f i:l.t 's .a rt ic Le was
.· . . .·
· · ·· , ·
The- UNH College · Bowl ream
Luther, and spoken by Billy
·d:Hrnen"t .in prese'nti"ng 'arLoutline
I Signatures .for the Letter to theiJr To the Editbr: ,.- ''
may' have lost at the- tournaments
Graham. Campus Crusade ·
I am writing to express .my -of tnis personal relationship with
M~trch · 23 issue· of ,
the
,for
Edit0r
· but UN H had three winner-s believes in the · Trinity, the
appreciation of Tom Alafat's piece God and how it can be achieved.
the Ne"." ~ampsh1re:
Billiards (Tim Fissette), Tabre
authority and inerranc~ 1 of the
~HA1 IS C~~P_US CRUSADE . on !he. Forum , page of your Thank ~ou for your cove-rag~ of
. Soccer (R. Habbjk) and- Scrabble
Bible. and the ,,need to have a
,pubhcat1on called "What is a Born the sub_1ect and for other articles
FOR CH.R I.S1.
_
.(myself).
personal relationship with God
Again Christian?"which ran in the you've run on Christianity this
Lalmond
Peter
Chatfield
Cynthia
For a foreign student, to whom
through Jesus Christ. ( salvation by
D,rna- M,ic Phee March 6th edition. Bei~g a ' Bd"rn ', ,Y-~r;•Keep up the iood work.
English is a second language,
gr_a ce .~hrough faith in Christ Jeffrey R. Noel
Douglas Ga-skell
, Again Christian myself, I have run,
Timothy Mortimer Dave Clark
winning Scrabble for UNH in a
alone)..
Craig Engelsen acro~s many of the misconceptions
regional tourna'n1ent is an
Campus frusade believes that in M icracl Tobin
Mr. Ala fat expressed in his article,
'Linda Brust
accomplishment. It ' reflects the · Christ all the fullness of God Melanie Drcihan
such as a gq1eral misundergood education imparted by UNH. · dwells in bodily form (Colossians John M. Vergoz Jr. Peter Jackson
Greg ,w. Brown standing of the meaning of
Unfortunately, the ,apath'etic - 2:9). that ChrisJ is the promised Elaine Gifford
Christianity, and an association of ·
Jeff Gaskell
. attitude shown by the belated and
Messiah(.John4:25-26)and that he Wendy Ycrgoz
Judy Biskaduros .~or:n_ ~gain ~hristians with
inaccurate reporting of the events,
completed all the work God the Mike Farr
·.
rehgwus freaks .
.H1lie Core"
leaves one to d OU bt the
Father gave him to do (John 17:4). Jennifer Pettee
As a Born Again Christian, I see
Tom Alaf~t
accomplishment and the
This work inc~µded dying on the Judi Rubeor Peter Tsiorbas . an i_mportant distinction between
journalistic competency _ of the . cross -~s payment for man's sins. Steve Rubeor
Marion Fitaride~ Ch.n~tians · and · pe?ple ,~ho a.re ·
·
·article.
CARP. in comparison denies the John De Jager
Melis.~a Lawrenc rel_igious:,When I.think ot someone .
. Supriyo B. Chatterjee
Trinity, . preaches that Christ Judy Hammerle
Douglas Gaskell be1!1g religious, I think of someo~e
533 Babcock Hall -"failed" in his mission and that Sun Joseph Fucci
Michael Wright trymg to reach God through their
Myong M0on' is the "sec·o nd C_huck Sapcoe
own efforts, ( Romans 3:23 ).
mes.siah" to ,make up for Christ's
Christianity is not a religion, if is a '
. failu~e-~ Their primary source of
personal relationship with God.
truth is the Divine Principle -by

Coll~ge bou,f

~~H:

Born. again

Forun1,

WlTNH

Moon, -not the Bible, and the"
.,
pre·a ch a g1fferent message.
To the ·Edit0r:..:
Campus Crwmcie"-'" cannot be
On ' Mard1 6th the -Forum page
compared to CARP' in actions,
of Tl{e New Hampshire 'p rinted an
article called ·~Fear oL Issues" b)· either~ The students dose(.v :To the Editor:
MAGGIE !VJrK?.WHi. Ed itor-ir.i-Chicf
I - have a suggesti-on 'i oward ,
involved with Campus · Grnsad~
Professo·r-_,:' Susan . White . which
1
your "student: non·compa:red_' Jwo · grci'ups; _Campus \ tr-iv.c for uprightness - and _· solution ·
J/\'\E HOOVER. Managing Editor
Sl i E MqUI.TO?\. Ma1iaging Editor
st uderit DJ ratio" problem. Since
. Crusade for Christ, ·and CARP, - godliness in their lifestyles.- w ·hen
- ._JOH'\ (iOLI). 1\cws E<li t(>r ,
I.IS/\ PREVOST, '\cws Editor
. ·R/\[ /\'\'\ HOYT. Features. Editor
STEVE I.A:\(iEVI'\. Sports Editor
according to Dan " Stomieroskv :- .
,(Tilt u'nification 'church, also · Campus Crusade members invite
(New Hgmpshire, March 2, 1-984,
known as rhe °inoonies). Whil~ we _ students to Bible studies, or share
SCOTT Y.Oli~(i, Phi:110 E<liror
p-.;7) on'e reason so many non.,
the basic ·conterit of th·eir faith in
agr~e wit:1:1 White that the hcontent
.
.I ED EV (\l\S, Bu,,jQ,ss Jvlanagcr
P;\Ul. MORRIS. /\pwrfising Manager
olsp.eech~' ofany grnup(out,s ide of Christ it is through genuine ,sfudent · DJs .· are attracted to
libel and_·abs_,cenitv)
_--P~1:-.c;.1I M -t>liiH:a·u~'i.("l,ri; lki,c,iherg
Ka-1ie Currier ·
.-\,d,·ertisitJJ: Associates
d H ~(IS'"ht_h€h 50I · mi.le lisiening
' isa guarante·e d ·c oncern, no.t force. AH >Campus · WU_N
.1. Barr,'. Mhthcs
Dail f·.,i,i'd;ifalJ
· i(nn .lohn,l,n ra - lUS :, .W IC ·. -- _assume-, has ~ ~lark lb(irm,eillier>
fQnstitutional right-at any_publicly Crusade e'vents ·a·re clearly
.kan Mnorhi:ad
Reporters
K·c, in Morse
li,ahc·lh lvl urph:, road~cas-t ' . -I'.-\sst.
; do w-ith b_
to
.~, , that, . and the . __, sprn~_thm~_.
i.dentified as . just
supporte_ _ d_,· _i nst_i,t tlt_"ion,_ . we, .· as
' K.ath) O'Um1,cfl ·
Kat-e '/\dams-~
Stc-phank l-'\.·n,1!1oi.H,:k
Business Mana2e!
Id
h
)
.
.
. ()'Mall~,
1 1,.iam .I_
.ic,nnikr;Adkrns
Lauren l'ollaw
members 'of Campus Crusad~"for ·person represented by tbegrouRis . po~er -.J?er ,aps ·yo~ cou reduce,,; - Bill l'ikher
. Maureen 0"\cil ·.
.lohn Oudk1tc ·
t~~~\~it;;j~~nger
;;e11 . '
, - -~;:~1cr)~,~:•;,~,l\lanaiw
.. _
Christ, . would like to c"larify our . clearly . in its name, ·_:_ Camp~us your p~wer somewfiat
. And re\, i'at'k~;r
Mic4idk Champagne
MaT) Sniith , . . .
C"irculation.Assistant
1h1s would
. C.:rusade foi C:hrlst.
- . ..
.· 'group's- posi.tion. .
Sand~· P~guri -;. ~
. ~. _ M·arg.h.n:(Con~!h i ~
Marl.·lta ·1;(~ tor ·
f>ouu R idl!1.:
I
I · · ·
~
Willi;im Pills
7
Dale,
Lc•slk
Vranicar
.Iii!
.Assist.
-<"irrullltion
Assi;lant
th~nk
shoulg
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e
-save
.
.
·
we
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0
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11
a
n
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'White
a,;iicle'
. (Througho'ut her
Kim .l'latl
d
J11\i1d,kan '
News Briefs ,E ilur
<,;reg I lemming
lumps :_. Camptis - Ci·u·sade ' and emphasize that every _person has· a (~TOP ?EABR'OOK II)!! . .
Cind, Post
1
l'raught
Fllcn·
~~;:~t~tt,~'.;a,Jim
•""
~.:~:;,~~
~'.:~:.
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message and allow individuals to
CARP .in both content and action.
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UniverSity Forum
.The Alumirium ·sulfate Incident
I

Thursday morning. Nine days have passed and
the alum still coats my hair. By tonight my scalp will
feel as if I haven't washed my hair in two weeks. I
have spent $11 getting my hair washed and cut, $5
on acid -based . shampoo, countless hours in the
shower. $2.53 on new combs, and 88 cents on
vinegar. The vinegar burned my ski~. 1~he combs
arc buildin_g up impervious coats of aluminum.
Nothing has worked .. The hours are ·a waste. I am
beginning to hate the idea of another shower only to
emerge will still-sticky -!1air. And. ironically, it all
could have been prevented.
On Feb. 26 and 27 too much alu,minum sulfate
was pumped into the University water supply, c:,1n
incident identical to one that occurred six years
ago. The eve1its that transpired six. years ago are
unclear, but the complaints are recorded.
Therefore, the water supply -department and its
engineers were aware of what would follow. _
The water supply department pressed for
notification of Forest Park apartments and the
dorms, but were denied the ·power to do so by Kevin
Clavin, utilities engineer, and Patrick. Miller.
executive director of facilities. Clavin and Mille r/
chose to ignore the problem and let unfortunate
students and their families discover' how excessive
aluminum sulfate reacts to their skin and hair, and
leave them to wonde-r ,how itaffects'..their bodies .
They ignored the problem to such an extent that the
water department was not even lent the manpower

to flL1sh hydrants before the contaminated ·water
reached faucets.
By Tuesday e"v e!)ing .,the - contaminated water
flowed into dorms and apartments. Hair became ·
matted like unpl}lled taffy (not "greasy"), sensit.ive
. skin blotched and puffed_, and eyes burned from the
vapors. It _was nqt until Thursday afternoon, four
days after rhe problem began, that the a.luminurn
level reached _normal again at the water ·supply
d.epartment, accor:ding _·- to a department
·spokesman. · A contradiction to . the two hours
Clavin told The New Hampshire . . .
On Thursday n10rn1ng -, called Forest Park manager Jerry Sorge and found mine was the first
complaint and he was unaware or the problem. He
told me to wait until evening to see whether the '
water wot1ld clear up. More inaction. By then-I had
washed my hair twice before realizing the problem
was the water, and onlv ma.de it worse.
At the Uppercut th~e hafrdresser leaned back
while pouring' water ovei: my head because the
fumes were so strong. She said they washed hair for
countless students on Wed nesd-a v and received terns
of calls from th~ dorms. A h~irdresser at Hair
Dimensi.o ns said she · washea a woman's_ bair six
times with peroxide~ once leaving the peroxide on
. for ten minutes, and th~ aluminum didn't budge.
. Our hai-r is the visible problem, what_about the
invisible? Daniel Perl of the- U niversitv of Vermont
has linked accumulations of a(uminum - to

\

By l,Jf}rna -Milne
.

Alzheimer's disease. Boston EPA toxicologist
Piyun Tsai said although the National Academy of
Sciences suggests a seven day expos·ure to five parts
per million of aluminum has no adverse health
etlects, her experience with compo,unds has shown
that a level two, three or ten times lower than the
Academy's suggestion is niorc accurate. Ten times
less would be .5, what we drink everyday. Three
times less, 1.7 parts per million, what was in the ·
water last week.
Therefore, the increased amounts Clayin says
isn't dangerous, could be, especially for children.
Tsai said the Academy bases _use o'n adult
populations: nve parts per million means .7 to 1.43
- parts per million for a~hild weighing 10 k_ilograms.
· These last figures leave m e to question - why the water department normally uses one part per
million of aluminum Julfate in our water supply.
What Clavin says is not dangerous, may indeed ,
be dangerous. Moves should have been made to
· warn students not to drink or bathe. in · the wate-r: I
find the laGk of courte,S) and values, unforgivable.
The indifference Clavin and Miller demoffstrated
should , b~ evaluated and new lines of authority
drawn.
1

,

/_orna lvl ilnc reci£'.\'cd a B. A. in journalism at the
Uni\'l~rsiry <~r l14ontana and is currently a Kraduate
S!Wll'l 1{ (If UN fl.

The Concern for Public Disclosure By Brian
Within the last few years there has been an
increasing national concern on the effects of
_chemicals upon the environment. Locally, this can
u ; _ be' see;n by the•increas_fd awareness of acid rain and
·New Hampshire's ''Right to Know" laws~ which
require employers to inform employees of handling
proced':!res and hazardous effects of chem.i cals used
in the. workplace.
,,
However, no environmental issue is as- sensi~ive
·as the pollution and treatment of drinking water. ·
Reccntl) this issue was raised in Du'rham when. on
"" Februarv 27, and -overflow of aluminum sulfate was
discovered at the Water Treatm~nt Plant.
.
.
There is, however, more concern over other
issues besides the technical dG_tails of exac,t ly what
happened on the da~ in question. An issue that hasemerged is the fact that officials at -Facilities .
Services didn't notify the public immediately.
· Kevin Clavin, Utilities Engineer for UNH ·
Facilities Services ~ said, - "The problem wasn't
serious enough"to notify the public. While this may .
so\md like - a judgemental decision, Clavin
~xp1ained the prqcedur~ of notifyi~g . the publ_ic_.,
Thhe are two types of problems ( involved With
1

water treatment)," Clavin said. "One- is when the
water is hazardous to the public and the. other type
· involves water.' ,prnblems t-hat are esfhefrc in
natwe."
,
·: ·
.
Clav111_ went on to ·explain that the averag·e person
-·doesn't understand- the problems 'involved in the
process of water treatment and that it's .. verv
difficult to sa~1 what level of ' concentration wiil effect the esthetic quality of the water. There is a
gray area between a public health hazard and the·
- esthetic•quality of the water. It becomes a guessing
game to approach some theoretical point between
the two."
· . .
_
"We're in the public's trust.''Clavi·n said, ·:and we •
had to decide whether a pioblerri is a nuisance or a
major problem." The process of deciding whether a .
problem is major begins with the planrpersonneL
From the plant there .is a· ladger-effect up thru the
ranks to determine the seriousness -of the problem.
Even though there are technical limits to .use as
guides, plant personnel ''have to use their best
judgements," according to .Clavin·: Clavin strongly
pointed out that with "any hazard to t-he public
health the word would go out immediately and the

,

>.

.

.

Coutui-iel'

-(water treatment) ·prant · would be closed
immediatelv."
Clavin · itummed it : up this way: "AIJ · minor
problems th'a t we'r:e able :td control , we don't.notify
anyone. By the time we could get word out, the
problem is already corrected." Clavin continued by
saying "it's a case of__nuisance vs. hazard. Generally, ·
we tend to be very -conservative (about water
tr~atwent),· We ~ould never p~t anything out that
woula be -ha ~fur to the public."
The question then evolves: Should the public be
notified _of ·•n•u isance" problems, especially whe·n
considering the often technical nature of the
problem? Also, the possible consequences of a
public panic caused by disclosure of "riuisance
problems" must be considered:. ·
·
Ironically, UNJ-I _ Facilities Services had
previously planned ·-to hire a consulting· firm to
"modernize our treatment process," according . to
Clavin. The study is in expectance of new state laws
on water treatment.
Brian Couturier is ajuniur Business Administration at1d
is the Forum editor <?( The New Hampshire.
/

Personal ·AWareness an·d the Women's Center ·
'

·,

By :I i!['oui~e'. Breslauer
The UNH Women's Center. a feministcoltee-tive,
is run by UN H students, ·a nd provides - theoportunity to learn new skills.in areas including; cooperation-. counseling and programming. The
Women'sCenier,withit's-libraryoffemini's tworks,
offers referral services for health and counseling
needs, anct'also presents educational films. lectures
and workshops which focus on feminist issues:
If ~yo-u are interested in any of the above.,.
mentioned, or simply desire a quiet_ supportive .
atmospshere to . rea-cf~ women's literature or to .
discuss women'sjssues; the UNH Women's Center
is fof you: Membership· in the Women's Center is
open to aU faculty, staff and students ·of UN H, who
demonstrate active participaticin and interest in.
support and recognition of women's needs.
It is
belief thauh.e word "feminism" is oi1e
which shocks, even scares somc ,people to the extent
that they \V'ant _nothing to do . with the Women's
Center. I have even spoken with persons who
equated .. feminism" with "lesbianism", and
therefore assumed the UN H Women\ Center to be
the 'Lesbian Center'! Please allow me the pleasure
of dispelling such false beliefs. The purpose of the
·UNH Women's Cenrer_·as stated above, is to uniL'.
persons i nterestd in \vomen \ issues. ·rhis ir-icludcs
. ,, ,-,, , ' . ' .. p.9th -~h,(l-IJ.ljP,, <1Q<Lhete1~q,s..elg,aJ .J1s~D,Qf1Svg( t,h,e., feff)q ls ., ., "

my

and · male sexes. Sexua-1 preference has nothing to
five-pe~son collective, and the-n two members-atdo with the main purpose of the Women's Center.
large (chosen by general memb_ers_hip). But, others
although homophobia is. of course, a definite issue
are _ encourgc1ed to simpl)' attend -,the w~ekly
of the Women's Movement._ .. .
· meetings or do othe·r work,, "Otber" _wm;k ·might
:· Perhaps a . definition of the word .. femin~sm': . consist of: updatingfil~s~cor.responding, nationally
would be of help to some readers. ~"Feminism"
and state-wide with another : wotne-n-'s
r~fers t-o a desire for equality for al/people in the
organizations: participating inoutrea.c h--services to
face of current social barriers. These ·, barrier·s . dormitories and other campus groups~ ,etc. :.
iryclude sexism, racism, agism· and all forms e>f
My personal experience with -women's centers
. discrimination th-at stand in- the way of human , has ·been one of struggle, occasional support, but
dghts. (Human rights meaning: life, 'liberty an~ the - basically a good connection with women of higher
pµrsuit of :happiness.)
'. · .
· ·
consci.ousness. By 'w orking in women's centers{and
. _·: I have been informetj, by campus personnel. that
also through Women's St,udies), I _have acquired a
-of the I 0,36? stu.dents .on campils, 5,656 of tpem are _ · great sense of s(sterhood with all women, regardless
women ~Th1s means that there are946 more worn-en ·, · of the labeJ··•feminism''. At times it has been tiring,
t~a~ me~ , stude_nt_s. With this · in mind .-- it is verf>' . ; aggravatin.g-, a_nd ev~n dull, but the long'-nm gairis
. d1ff1cult -mdeed, tor me to understand why more -· of womens fnendsh1p and the sense of progre~s. I
\vomen do not occaisionally drop by, or even join · have experie11ced has been · welrwottfr the pains
the UN H Women's Center.
endured. .
. . ··, . .
.. Perhaps t-hese women feel threatend by the fact
. I would lil<c the reader to keep in · mind· that this ~
. that there are some more 'radical: Members of the
articl~ was written from'1be perspec-iive of a single
Women's Center, and maybe they have the general _ member of the: UNH Women;s Center, and not by
n1pression that the Center is run entirely by · · the coJlective. I would also like the reader Jo
radicals. Well. this .is not reality. All ;\'Omen, pro or
consider the possi_bility of investi-gating the
a1Jti -c hoicc,. . conservative or liberal, are. welcome,
Women's Cynter further. lt just may be for you.
rc:g,.ird !ess of the degree of cornniittment they can
·
offer f h~ Cent~r. Tbe Women's Cent~r must have,
'_ .fil/ouise Bre.,lauer,a Junior.presently atferidinR UN H, is
}9 k CC ;) It ru n,111 n_g smoothlY ,,.c,})~,P.,YCP)tPl. 999Y ,Qfva, . . _,- ,,.J1_1.11jq1Ju~ ,in Womeu .\ 5,'ri,,d h~s_.aJ{l(.Visual Arts. . . :-
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" See How Special", our gi~ with a ny Cli_nique purchase of $7.50 or more. You· re one-of.:0-kind
... in the way you dress, in the way you live. So don 'f set-tie for anything less in skincare and makeup

' than Clinigue. Because i:i;,w, theY:ve packaged 5 of their best beauty products for you i~ trave l_sizes
{~hown at right}: Moi~turizer and Hand/Body Lotion for smooth, moist skin; Colour Rub, Lip Gloss,
and-Eve Shadow for glimmering spring looks. Of cours-e, all Clinigue products ore allergy tested and
1-0Q% fragrance free. One bonus per cµstorner . Toword your purchos~. we suggest these fine
$8.50: Facial Soop Mild
Clinigue products: ·
$12.50: Clarifying Lotion in three strengths, 12 fl. oz.
$12.S0: 7th Doy Scrub Cream, 3.5 oz.
$14.50: Dramatically Dtfferent Moisturizing Lotion,
4. fl. oz.
Come to the-Clinigue Computer for a complimentary
skin analysis., and discover the Clinigue products that
ore right for you.
Cosmetics-- Floor One Boston, and all Filene 's stores.
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By Consuelo Congreve
be funnier. The second skit,
Good Evening. 1,1·ritten h:·r "On Location. " _about a movie
Dud/er Moore and Peter star visiting his 75 year old
Cook.· Directed · hr Malcolm father (Coulter) wasn't really
Morrison. Stariing Steve . funny until the last . five
Coulter and · Eric: Zwemer. At minutes.
Theatre-By-The-Sia until · The two actors in the-cast are .
April 14.
good contrasts to each other.
A collection of 12 . short Coulter is more subtle in his
comedy skits reminiscent - of approach. and had a skit he did
Monty Python. Gove{ Evening by himself as a coal miner,
is only mildly funny with few "Down the M inc." who also
big belly laughs. The rault lies read-s- Proust. His straight faced
mostly in -the overly · wordy delivery _conveyed a superb dry
script .by Peter Cook · and wit. In other scenes he was a
'"Arthur" himsel( Dudley prancing faggot and a posh
lord.
Moore.
The best skit was the 1-ast one.
Zwemer was more flambova spoof on low-budget ant. posturing and _· maki~g
Shakespeare productions · faces. He could manipulate his,,,
called "S.o That's The Way You voice to sound like a minister
Like It." Eric Zwemer was a ca·ug-ht up in himself who
too k e d a n d delivers a meaningless sermon
h i-1a r i o us I y
crippled Richard Ill with a in "Take · a Pew." He tries to
huge sparkling crown. and a give significance to the skit by
faggy. "sensitive" Hamlet with modulating his voice. but his
a blond wig. The props people . style was a little distracting. ,
pee'ped out of doors. to sprqy
Good Evening is n·ot funny
"battle smoke" o·flstage .and en_o _u gh to warrant buying fuil
Zwemer and co-star Ste:Ve · price tickets. Go to a matinee or
Coulter hammed it _up student rush. There are laughs
- fantastically. Too bad more of · in each skit, but the big laughs
the _skits dian 't have this are in the second half. The first
energy.
half. wades through -too many
The skits were amusing. but words before it stumbles on ·
Eric Zwemer (cab driver) and Steve Coulter (passenger) take a memorable ride in ascene from
Good l:..'Fening.
could hav~ be_e n par,ed down to · humorous lines.

c

Calamity Jane
captivates UNH
She told the audience the
story of her life between swills
of whiskey. Wild Bill Hiccock.
Indians. and the twelve other
men she claimed to have ·had
sex with were all subjects
e:\p!ained with a wonderful
con~ic and mel:-111cholv twist.
During one or he1: musical
interludes . Jane threw ori a red
hat and said. "play ~t little
motion picture music fo r me
Jimmy." She sauntered around
stage acting like Doris Oa,,.
1--.:.rc;m the e.1;tcking or a whip to
her frequent hissing laugh. she
Calamity Jane;, a two-rnle did a -prokssiona I job.
- . play set in the traditional W~st. ·- The highlight came when
C~ilamit\ Jane let down her
was performed as part of the
-eelebnition· of Women's brown l~cks (she professed ·to
History Month. This seventv- he 11cd). pulled up her socks ..
five minute production dc;lt straightened her suspenders.
with tlie'lifeofCalamityJane.a -and s-a ng ·about real wink to
womanwhostruggledthrough · Jimmy\ Indian beat on the
the Black Hills gold rush of guitar.
187 6... , don't mean a local gig."
saidCalamitvJane.rderringto
Jimmy\ gti.itar play-ing. ~ "I
Suzanne Baxtresser was
mean work."
featured along with Lori-c
What she meant was
· Wyatt. who played Jimm)'.
scrubbing on ,i ¼ashhoard.
Baxtresser\ acting experience
includes \\Ork at the New York · whoring. and helping to build
Shakespeare festival as well as· -tbe -1'ailr0c:1d.
The audience had a close
the_main par:t in "No Lies." a relationship with . Jane . not
PBS mo\ ic \\ hkh won an
Emm) award.
o:n I , - he ca u s e s h c · w a I kc d
aroirnd at one point. shaking
The performance combined
liands. but bec-ause she
h u m o r a n d s o r r o \\' t h a t included the audience in her
.captivated the audience ror the · life. She was crying 0t!t for
entire shcm. Calai11it'.· Jane
recognition and the audience
strolled in from a h,ack entra nee
responded wholc-heartcdJy.
talking to people while .Jimmy
With performances lil,.;e this
softly played a tune on his one. the legend shou-ld live on
for a while longer. guitar for:· the opener.

By Gwen Gardner
A wi·ld _woman adorned in ,
drab ragged clothing graced the
stage at Hennessey Theater last
Monday night. as part of the·
free one-time showing_ or
Calamirr Jane sponsored hy
the Commission on the Status
or Women . .

Calamity Jane confronts Jimmy in a scene from the play Calamitr Janeheld in conjunction with
· ·
·
- Women's- History Month. (Scott Young photo)
·
··
· · ·
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By .Consuelo Congreve
Pioneer women teachers and songs about women were the
focus _of Tuesday\ Women\
· H.istory Month program.
Pioneer women took
"unusual risk s because thcv
wanted to puild better live;.
according to speaker Polly
Ka~1fman in her lecture "New
England Women as Frontiers
Tcac he.rs'-'. Kaufman. the
author of Pilmeer Women
the Frontier
Teachers
stressed the strength and
courage of the teachers.
Singers - Susie- Burke and
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Betts Davis were featured in the 15 of wh-6m~ oa·me from New
second }ialf of the program .· Hampshire. These women
Burke a n d Davis s-a n g a dealt -with situations like
cappella and wit-h guitar art_iving for a job that had
accompaniment. The f)urham- already been filled and
area women ha ve beaut-iful controlling classrooms filled
.loan Baez and Holly Near-like with pioneer cnildren, in
voices that blended in harmon y add it ion to adjusting to living
to songs · like. "I Want to be an -in places like Nebraska. Iowa.
Engi _n eer" by Peggy Seeger and and Wisconsin.
"Penny Evans." an anti· "From the moment she was
Vic t n am song b ~;·- · Steve alone. each teacher found she
Goodman . Their songs cried was on her own." said
out aga!nst discrimination and Kaufman.
oppression .
Kaufman\ lecture centered
PIONEER,p~ge JO
on the lives of pioneer teachers.

Les Ballet Jaz~_ de Moµtr,ea[ ,perfectly s.well .
By Maureen O'Neil
When the lights went up on
the second act of Les Ballets
Jazz de Montreal the audience
murmured. not·-expecting the
Canadian- performers to be in
jungle makehp. This is jus·t -one .
of the ways Genevieve Salbaing
and her 12 m.e mberdance troup
eniertarned the ' Durham audience ·March 7.
The jungle act titled '"J'freak
Assez" was the most energetic
numbe-r with the dancers a·cting
like animals. then running off
stage' shaking their heads. The
style. was · primiqve and
barbaric with African drums in
th·e - backgro_und . and th~
perf9rmers ye1Iing ...o mah_hee
she". At the end thc'y all acted

like crazy birds flapping. their
arms at right angles in a circle.
The intense momentum . of
.. J'freak Assez" was · unexpected after the first act. The
company. ' clad · in warm-up
suits. playfully· jumped around
on the st.a ge as if doi-ng
exercises .·
The pace was slower in this
act titled "Hors D'oe_u vre" with
mellow .i<!ZZ . music in the
bac kg round . , The ···group
reacted to this by doing rag doll
imitations. twiriing each other
around. At the end they
collapsed in a. group like rag .
dolls. The numbe"r seemed to be
a warm up for the more
energetic "'J'freak Assez."
Th_e dancing and music pace
slowed •' d9wn again in .. ta
Machine·,, after J'freak Assez.
The mellow mood was ·
characterized by the pink and
white tight body ~uits for the
women and the same style suits
in purple a,nd white for the
men.
.. La Machine"- was the first
number to use light on the
dancers. As the pastel lights
became darker and hghter they
altered the shading of the
performers' suits . .
In this act the dancers
concentrated on performing
together like a machine . Two
men da-ncer~ formed a sl'ide
with their arms and a woman
slid down. In another section a
couple of dancers joined
together and slid off the stage llke mchworms.
The finat act .. La Perfectly
Swell" had seven numbers all
· varying in style. The act gave
dancers Lynn Sheppard and
Hans Vancol- a chance to
a

Dancers.in Les Ballet Jazz de Montreal perform the number La Perfectly Swell.
di&p-lay their individual
dancing styles in duet:
This number was next to last
and one of thqnost enjoyed by
the audience. The theme of the
dance was a Hollywood movie
star (Sheppard) and a rock star
(Vancol)dancing together. The
two hammed up their roles
adding ant-ics and dramatics to.
their · cha racte_r. Va ncoL
wearing 's unglasses. twirled
Sheppard around with ~er
back arched. almost sweepmg
.
the ground.
In the fourth number of the
finale Sheppard got a ch~nce to
display her energy and skitl in a
solo. She performed her dance
steps using the whole stage. .
In the background a blues
song played about a woma,n
who woke up in the morning

a

· -----...----PIONE ER-<continued from page 19)

Humaniz ing Dariny
·
Rose opens

with an aching head. Sheppard
acted the story out in loose free
movements twirling often and
clapping her hands .
The last -and most popular
number featured Vancol as a By Consuelo Cong~eve
rock singer again. This time
Broadway Danny Rose
four men in the troop
written and directed hr Wvodr
all
They
.
him
with
performed
Allen. Starring Wvoc(r Allen.
wore white pants and black Mia. Farrow and Nick Apo/Iv
fake
with
T-shirts
long-sleeved
.Forte. An Orion release rated
tuxedo _d esigns. On the bac~
PG.
NY
a·
formed
lights
the
·
wall
,
BrvadH·a 1· Dann r Rose
Citv sky-line. The dancers
humanizes people who walk
a
to
along
sing
to
pretended
around in polyester plaid suits.
disco beat s9,ng: ··You don't
showing that even the most
love 'me anymore".
pat hct ic people; can like
After three curtain calls -the themselves and he likeable.
an
as
again
on
came
last act
Danny Rose.(Woody AHen). is
encore. The audience loved the
a magnificent faihJrc. a second:.
energy of the · singer~ and
rate comic tutned second -rate
clapped alcng . to their last
.
acts manager.
performance of the disco beat.
The cleanly photographed
bla.ck, and white movie opens
with a hunch of washed up
11
: poc.)king guyssitt'ingaround in_a
· ·_
~-#----,-- - - - - - - -~ , dive}' restaurant. the Carnegie
Delicatessen and Restaurant.
talking about the pe,rils of the

0

~t==j=====jB!~~~~~~~~~~ij~S

V.

at.J · he really believes in his
blind xylophonist and his bird
act man. His favorite line is.
- "Tm not trying to be didactic or
faceticjus." and he never drops
his Bill Murra~,: - e~quc
personality . Even in a crisis
when he is surrounded tw the
Mafia. he will ..!s k people< ages
and astrt)logical signs.
· Fai:ro-w is\mcha~actcristicalh ;;nd wonderful!" caustic as
· i:ina. inanaging to-disguise her
British acc;nt .. tinder ..a harsh
New York dialect. She is strong
and: callous. telling Dann\' how
her Italian - ht~sban·d · was
murdered whc-n the M(lb shot
him in the eyes.
··He -had it coming." she says
,Mandi)-:. not skipping a beat in
the rhythm of her . gum chewing. Farrow -has come a
long way from the whispy

illustrate the dire economic bci ng the most popular
in The Grear Gars/n.
comic Daisv
singerall ancl
•lounge They
_ matrimonial choice.
l:onditions of the da~,.
F <~rt c is tho r o u g.h 1 \
swap Danny
business.
"With all their courage and ·
Rose stories. and thc ·mov1e is con\incing as Lou ... H·e
.. Whe~ I wear out the clothes stn:ngth. the wrrnen could not
i--4- -N ~ ~~ r-~~~.,..Utold as the longest and saddest _ composed two songs used in
I brought, I shall be obliged to furthe·r ~' their careers beyond
the film. "Agita'". about the
l---#---,----1J...!:..-L~bi1W'll&.-....,.- -none of all.
wear a blanket." Per'kins wrote: teach ing children. "1\1en could
perils or eating too much. and
nd1rotic
usual
Allen , is his
Kaufman used the diary M go on to medical school after
1---11--Bl#-- = - - - - - - - - --.self in the title role . He is Lou .. My Bambina". He is
o-nc of the women. Ari1xlna teaching in the West. . the
Canova's (Nick f\pollo Forte) reminiscent or every ovcr-thePerkins from Johnston. Vt.. to ·women c ou Id n 't." said
managcr ,tnd friend. Rose hill lounge singer in even· hick
icgendary status in· the West Kaufman.
finagl~s a big gig at the Waldorf town in Arncrica. Lou is i'ull of
Kaufman is a teacher in the
and were · rememhe.red as
in front of Milton B.erlc and weaknesses f(H women and
· pioneer te,ichers allt~eirlivcs. Boston public school system.
Howard Cosell for Lou. Danny booze. and the only big hit he
The easiest wa\ for these - She has enjoyed di.scoveririg
has to take Tina. ( Mia Farro'\\•) had was in the fiffies.
women to become economical- · the p~rsonalities of the p-ionee~
Brvad,,r nr DannJ.' Rose is
· the married Lou's B-52 coiffed.
!" secure · was to marry women- teachers throu'g h the
shrieking - lover. to · the- event.' fuH of funny-looking people
. s~1cces~ful .-men / with minrstcrs letters and diaries they left. ·
Tina and Danny get involved in'· who lead less than glamourous
a mistaken identity conflict and lives . Danny Rose himself is no are almost chopped up with an beauty winner. He is. however.
an intensely compassionate
axe by the Mob..
. Allen is great as the small- man. who takes his clients
· -BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION_-- time:agent trying to sell his acts seriously and will do almost
:.:-t o tfrghtclub owners like a used · anything for them. even serving
car salesman. His arms and them frozen turkey dinners on
hands ·wave and flutter about. Thanksgivi.ng.

March of Dimes

.-N ew from Talk 'f'alk,M :adness ,and Silnpl e Minds
Rer.orils - courtesy

o/-Jodi_~~ - Party f:lnd 'Bet)-e rage-Cent( :r·

throughout "and there are_ no - "arran-gc·men-ts. vo.cals and alive. The. 'be:st ;example of.this ,songs are energetic and major changes from last year\
music. This i"CSU1ts in au kinds style i's ·'-The Sun-and the Rafr1..~· forceful. Jim Kerr's solid voice .
hit single .."Talk Talk." Their ,· of surpris~s·. on Keep Moving.. a· so.ng ,ma:de . po~siMe '.' !)y ·cools them down. He. doesn't .
songs ·come in waves. with
includirig ~ppea'ranccs by Elvis · listening to a lot of .. Sunny scream t~ get his point a-cross.
several stops to heighten the
Co~eflo's~TKO horns. backing Aftemo_on"pe:riod Kinks. Such . but his voice is stron2 enough suspense. The stories are ·boy vocals . ~by.',· (kn·e ral Public care and complexity . in :POP. opener on the :LP~ grips the
meets girl. girl ·dumps boy or · (for in e., r '. "English · .· B·ea t, ~songs is something ✓' lacki'ng listener immediately and· the
boy misses ,girl.
members). steel ~,md di-ums,and ·today. and Keep Moving is a alburl) doesn't let up , until the
Standouts are the ' quick- a gos·pel choir ( in the . same . welcome sign: .closing insfriimental ..Shake
paced title cut. "'Rcnee"with its song). .
-LIAM OMALLEY : off the Ghosts." The last tune
. '
mournful trumpet. and "Such a
doesn't do much without Kerr's
VarioYs intlue;nces pop tip on
Shame." This album · won't the album: The title cut .. Keep
vocals, pointing out their
knock you off your feet. ·but
, effectiveness on the other nine
Moving." opens the album with
· cuts .
. sometimes you need something ·swi·n giJJgTKQ horns and a bass
you can actually listen to: _
.. Street Hassle" opens with a .
n
0
••
from
__
~d-.
ift
I
,.
rt
pa
Talk Talk
-JOHN OUELLETTE · Broadway:" Mark Bedford's
snare and strings but
marching
H's My Life
picksupandexplod esnearthe.
Barson's
Mike
an·a·
·
bass
EM•-America
end. •·The Kick Inside of Me.",
keyboards .. ' are often played
the most reckless song on th~
If vo.u like Quiet Riot or ZZ togeth.er for :1 · heavy. moving
alli>um. has a bass that drives it,
Top.~ don't even consider Talk•·
sound like that ·on last vear's
but Charles Burchill's guitar
Talk\ second domestic release.
0ur.H ouse... The songs .;On A
a cc e I er ates it further.
It'.\· M.r Life. This band will
Better Day" a:nq ·.·w i'rigs of ~a
bunch of
.. Waterfront" features some of
, come ·across . as
Dove_" mix · pop vocals with
Mel. Gaynor's best drumwork.
wimps. But if ~,ou like a band
Caribbean ._ rhyt_h~s.. This
The album may not catch
wiih stvlc·. this is it.
combin_ati◊n along with horns
on the first listen, but plc:1y
you
Talk.,Talk's songs arc glossy ,·
MJnds
'-Simple
_make
si-on
s
·percu·
island
and
it again and you'll never want 1 ·
and refined. Thev have
.. Give Me a-Reason"sound like · Sparkle in ;the Rain
to take it off the turntable.
·
,
A&M
a James Bpnd:,theme song:
pcdected the fonnul~ of.
·-JOHN OUELLETTE
Lead si'nge:r Graham . .This may b·e the m·ost'
$uecessful British synth-pop
* ·• * * * * * * * * •.,
*
*
-•
-r
this
released
album
bands · like Soft Cell an_d
exciting
.
·
easy,
an
has
·
McPherson
Spandau Ballet. The accept is 'Madness /
'' pleasant st-yle highlighted ~' by year. ·Last ycar~s New Gold ..
•
his smooth Engli'sh accent. · b;e Dream is a. hard act to follow, •
on keyboards and ~mooth Keep Moving
•
•
the
has
Rain
the
in
parkle
S
.
but
'
takes
usl)ally
sax
Thompson's
- vocals that match. Added is a Geffen Records
·•
i s n 't
d a n e be a t - t h
Just in time for s·ummer the solos while' guitarist Chris · same ·enchantment and voca1 •
Jt
Foreman ', ph1ys ' background ~uality with ·a lot more punch. :
obnoxiously booming but is radios, Madness has released
•
.
Sparkle · in the -Rain :, ,:-,s ,.
·.
rhvthm · and · echoev line~,;
stili there.
Keep Mov_in~. an album that
•
Mark Hollis' vocals cry in moves away from their ska . BaJck}ng· vocals are ofthe··ooh'~ . produced by Steve Li-llywhite. ,.
•
. who al-s9 did the lat.es·t from U2 it
·
ar,iguish as ·do the · swirling roots but keeps the . fun and and ..aah" varietv.
•
,.
among
(:ountry.
Brg
and
virtuallv
has
band
The
synthesizers'. · The albµm ·. is energy the)t'"re known for.
F'
packed with emotion.· ofttn .
Continuing the feel <?f last , ~r, opped t~.e ir speedy- ska beit others. This album focuses on •
· - • ■■ •
gloomy vocally and inshu~ y~ars Rise & Fall. the seven- - in favor of well structured pop -- guitar and drums~ sometimes • _
. •
p 1ccc Madness has p Lit , _ with pl~nty _ of hooks ,and making it so~nd like the other • ·
mentally.
*
*
•
*
•
•
*
*
*
*
·*
*
*
*
t
the
Although
bands.
Lillywhite
This <;1.lbum · is consistent thoughtful care into_their song keychanges to keep the ·s<:>ngs
e

0

a

1

Read· Arts~ •.

c

at

a·o·d

aaturas111 :

.

/

/muso IND SCOPE PROUDLY -PRESENT...
·

·

•

,_ •• sqq~rl..-: ,io1~

-

·

l"1

Tickets for reserved .seating
Available in advance at the- ·
· MUB Ticket office beginninQ
March 26th & 27th for UNH
Students only and IV1_9_rch 28th ·
for the general public

1n"J~E_mua

, Granite- State Room-.
Thursday, April 5th, 8:00 _p.m.

00 _
Students- $6.00/PUIJIIC-$18.
'
'

'

DOll'l MISS THIS 8REAT SHOii!
____
L..-~ ---~-- -----. ..;.._______

----■l!_ _ _ _. . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . . .~ -.;,t
;,~
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can carry from 18 to 250
characters across its face, is
_ programmed by typing ·the~.. ,
message into a small computer
t e r m i n a L a c·c o rd i n g t o
0

Monday,
March 26~
Tuesday,
. March 27: ; . ·

0

.I-.

.

Beef broccoli, chinese
veget.ab~s, tomato· etig soup, hot
& sour" soup, almond fOOki-es ._To bf announc·ed
•.:.:t

Wedns-sday,
, March 2.8: -

Thursday, ,
March 29~ ·
Friday,_
March. 36:

Hey-tiger.
People i-n_terested 1n
advertising a campus- event .,
should cuntact -Heyliger at 862- _203 f fo_r more information.

.,.

Chicken piquart., vegetable
· - ·turnovers, broccoli with
hollandaise sauce, manhatten
clam. chowd.e.r. · ·
-Corn _& zucchin ( au grat.in,
cur~ied beef pie , baked stuff~d
potatoes, honey chocolate cake.

~

'

oouer natural Foods
"A comple.t~ line of Vitamirrs, Minerals,
Natural Cosmetics, · /Yuts, Seeds, Grains, and a
whole ] ot more FOR L.ESSt') _ ~,,.-

,,. .f
··~v·
-

,·

.

Come visit us at 429 Central Ave., Dover
(Nexf to Stuart ShajJ· 'Sol Dover)
·
Phone: 749-3424 ·

~IJ
_,•_'.t'. '
-":\._ il
.

·, .
.
.
.
- _Saus-:_age pizza; vegetarian pizza.
.

Jeremy Riecks :.
Vice-Chairman
ard of Governo
2-1714

MUSO .FILm.-SERIEs·
PRESENTS••.

wise known as·"The Stoke 69's" rac.e in the water ·trike races at
e. (Jim Milfard photo.)

_Fireside ·Exrerience-Pr~graDLs

_fro_sp~.ctive Staff
. -InfoTm_a,tional Meeting

Sunday, March 23rd ·
·Strafford Ro9m
In the MUB
Shows at 7:00 _& 9:30
. Admiss·ion: $1 :00

The FOU-nlainhead
Based on the novel ~y Ayn Ra~d, the film stars Gary Cooper as
·_ Howar-d Roark, _ a·n \ avant-garde architect- who _pefies
. conv~niional stci"ndards and des~roys his own buildings-when
they fail to meet his idealized _c onceptions. ~creenplay by Ayn
Rand. -

The Fireside Program is an 0rganizat_ion that uses the
outdoors as a-n experiential medium for lea~ning·more .
abo_ut yourself and others. _ If you are interested in
devel~ping , per.;-onal leadership skills, · and co-lea~ing
wilderness or special topic trips for students. faculty and
staff of the university·nex.t year, please attend this inf~rmal
meeting. Applications are available at the· Meeting and at
the Dea_n of Students Office, Huddles.ton'.
.
.

.

Tues. _Mar. 27th_6:30 'p~m. ·
- -Alumni R-m. N.H.-H .

. " ~ ~ :o;,_p,-~ l( "_:'Y~~~,,r~~ :~ . ,. -_ - ~ - - - . _._ " - . "

I

J .. ·

E
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SE.N IORS
DOES .T HE PROSPEC T~OF JOB-HUN TING
GET YOU

.ll&HOUSE

JOIN THE
\. ...

An entertainme nt alternative

prese~ts

The White Mi)tintain Cloggers

Peer support during the j~b-hunt ing ·process

Room 7L, Devine Hall
m
."March 24th" 8-12 p_

, M~ndays 4-6 pm
March 26 through April 30

When: -

Counseling & T e~ting Center
Schofield House

Where:
t' rec Admission

For more information, call:

fundcg by PfO

C~reer Planning & Placement:862- 2010~

•
c.
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES

BASIC FACTS

WE'LL PAY YOU JO:GET INTO

A~m ROTC Basic Camp

·"'• --~

SHAPE .THIS SUMMER~
· ,

.

(

_/.-:~

•

,

Purpose

I

Q!ll

Army ROTC camp provides military training to qualify students to enroll in advanced officer training at their college campus- ·
es. Participation in this training entails no
military obligation.

Location Fort Knox, Ky., 35 miles south of ·
Time

Trainini

If you haveat least
two years of college left,
you can ~pend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic

ump this summer and earn ·
.
approximately $600.
And if you:qu~, you
can· enter the RITTC 2-

Pay
Room & Board
- Scholarships

Year Program this fall and

receive up to $1,000 a year~.

·· ·
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you rere.ivean officer's comm~ion.
So iet your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Profe~r of

A detailed fact sheet, video tape and specific dates are
available. Contact your Professor of Military Science.

Step Out Of Camp Wi_th
An .ROTC Sch.olarship.
Last year Army ROTC awarded over 450 scholarships to
college students who successfully completed.-the six week
_
Basic Camp at Fort Knox, Kentucky.

·Military Science;

·ARMYROTC.':g\:~l:\:\~~:::'.:t~ALLYOU CAN-~

Competition for these scholarships was ke~n. Winners bad
lo prove that they possessed qualifications to become an effective Army _officer. ~eadership potential is a very important factor to be considered for selection,

Contact
Captain Kevin
Campbell at
UNH 862-1078 ·
. ,•'

1

~~~''H ..'"f."l

.

Louisville.
The camp lasts for approximately 6 weeks.
There are several training cycles available
duri_ng the summer.
a. Army History, Role & Mission
b. Map Reading/Land Navigation
c. Rifle Marksmanship
d. Leadership Techniques
e. Physical Training
f. Individual & Unit Tactics
g. Communications
h. First Aid
i. Drill, Parades & Ceremonies
j. Military Courtesy & Ttaditions
Approximately $540 plus travel expenses.
Lodging and meals are provided. Students ·
will live in open bay barracks~
Camp students may compete for 2-year
full-tuition college scholarships.

.Army ROTC Scholarships provide for tuition, ..on campus
laboratory .fees, student activity fees, health fees, transcript
fee, graduation fee, a·flat rate allowance for books and $100
per month up_to ten months each year the scholarship -is in
effect.
· "i,~
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i'COIYIICS

•PEACE CORP·
(cqntinued from page 4) ._

By .JIM DA VIS

'GARFI ELD

By JOH_NNY HART

B.C.

C

WHAO<OS HAVE NO

ftW,lK I'~:e:~

~'\ Jl

~ Newe Group Cf'lic:ago, Inc .. 19M

By JEFF MACNE LLY

SHOE

·

4

CANDID ATES·
( continued from page 1)

candidates."
'Tve known a lofabout the"_
Student Senare by dealing.with
Neal Barrett, whQ has bec.n a
Senator.for a year now."
Maintaining a good
· · relationship with the · c-urrent a d m i h i ~t r a t i o n ~. i s a I s o
importal)i;to Yanc_e.: 'TII t_ry to
continue . tbe polic;:1es ot the
current president )VhO ._ has ·a
_! very good Tefationshi·p with the
administration. " ·

~OFHLM OR ...

MY~R-

,._h

_

interviews at the Career
P I a n n i n g a n d ,PI ace me n t
Center,. which will be
conducted on March 27:
Underclassmen should also
attend the information session
on March 26, Berner said,
because certain slills or ·
training, such as first aid, CPR,
or working on a help hotline,
may make a future application
to the Corps more successful.
Berger said · she feels that
aithm~h "it\ a hard job, not a
vacation,'' the uni 4 u e
knowledge gained about
oneself through the Peace
Corps makes it a viable _
alternative to traditional career
·
beginni!:gs._

Graduation':,.
is'Nlay 19.
;

f

~

For seniors; it is
Jime to_ O'rder ::g owris .

a-?ii ·g:effhe:diJ5r6ma .
forms sent in. ·

·-

-

© Jefferson Communic
Distributed b Tribune

BLOOM COUNT Y ·
By BERKE -B REATH ED
V€ ?... CAN YO/J H€AR
, sr€V£ t Haw ?. ..
6 V."t Sf€Vf:- .,,

OH, 1HANK HfJWWS Y£R ~AKE/
l/5T€N,,, YOU'VE HfW AT£RRl/3l.£
flCC IV011; ST€Vt-. YOU{\
CH€Sf HAIR CAUGHT FIR6
PVKIN6 Tff€ flf..MIN& OF TH£
· ROCK vweo
~ Y£.S.T£RflAY.

\

ACROSS

1 Oarsman
6
12
14
16
17

\lhittled
Column part
Was of help
Excess sup ply
Beach, Fla.
-

18 Uncommon

19
21
22
23
24
25
27

Wise lawgiver
Put in storage
Turkish title
Teacher's Suffix: native of
Tenn is replays
Bow ling establish-

-10
loss for
II
words
.-·· 12
48 ,flelcome · 49 Ballplayer Traynor 13
15
. 50 Sheet music
20
symbo 1
26
52 - Made a choice
27
54 Give up
28
55 Bride of Dionysus
29
57 Spread hearsay
31
59 Lured
33
60 Lincoln's concern

61 Get out, in baseba 11

62 English metropolis

ment
29 Garde rf worker

30
- 32
34
35
36
39
42
43
45

Ga rden apparatuses
African ante 1opes
Betty "Beverl y Hill bil I ies" actor
Winery employee
Wooded areas
French islands
Mr. Lap_l1.am
D~tch painter

DOWN
1 Does damage

Do doctor's work
Telegram
Greek lette r
Jop'l in output
Author of "In Cold
Blood"
7 English riv-er
8 L.A . athlete
9 Celebrities
• _.

2
3
4
5
6

De.lig ht
Si gni fi ed
- ' - Gables
fierce feli.ne
\fidh,1s'· tak es·
Camera part
Cults
Sly looks---=- ToWer (Chicago)
Severe
John or Ja ne
Liberace 1 s njckname

35 Nautical me n·

··

36 Headdresses

37 Transformer

38 Vacat.ion mecca
39
40
41
44
46
51
52

"Tort i l l a - "
Like some shirts
Certain pitches
Obstruct
Like some hotels
Tight ly drawn
Unique thing

53 Tedious

54 Inlet
56 Roman 601
58 The gver - popular
..:..----:- Busch

· CROSSWORD ANSWERS, page-27

TH€- /?OCTOR5 AR€N1T
fJ(Jf<.£ HOW W€U, YOU'().,.

H€Al- ... ·/3(/T meY A/?€

· fill<€ Of ON€ 1HIN&,,,
I

· ,,, YOU 5HO(llf1N'T HAVf,
13!<.fJSHEJ? 1HAf FlAMMA~l~
MA5CARA All. OV€K

YOUR CHEST.
\ ,p--

l.:.lOOKfl?
F..F..FC.Uff!E.R ...

I

DEATHSTALKER "R"
shows at

6;30 and_8 :30
. ·. bri-~g a copy
/ · of th:is ad fQ( _.
:., __-· further _s avings
:·:•
~ 2. tgr _l price. .-, -_. - . 2,AdLll!S $1._7~ ,.,.. ,
2 Children $1~00
· ·2 ·Se.niors $1.00
- --· - ·~-, .- · Offer expires· _

;> . .i

M,ay 2~. 1984'~
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Discover • • •

( continued from page 3)

sc.\.. lcnu.th or sta\·. 1-;itchcn and · place tp stay while she loc;ked Center\ job is to provide the
laundn~ use. So-me ma'- also for an apartme.nt.
. numbers or the \ oluntecrs but
She called the Universit, and after _that the tw;o parties a,:e on
charu.c\1 fee\\ hich a\era~cs five
. j.lnll,t1 s per night.
the Commuter Tra~skr C-entcr thci r O\\ n. So if \·ou hecome
~
.Jeanne Melcher was one ol u.a\e her a list oft he numbers ol homeless !'or one reason . or
those students in need\\ hen she the \Oluntccrs. Sh~ sta\:c-d .with another. or kncrn someone who
a police officer !'ror;n l)urham · has. get - in touch with the
rln\ int<-) Logan airport t'rom
Ohio ,1 couple da} s earl:,i and for t\H) niu.hts.
Transkr Center and they'll set
The cZn·nm utcr Transfer · ~ o~ up.
rcali1cd she didn't have any

U.S.News&
World Report
-~Labor

The University of Rhode Island

Research
·Center

Master of Science Degree Program in
tabor Studies and Labor Relations

35¢ a week brings you the news you need to keep up
with what's happening ...
. .· . what's going to affect you, your career, your
future.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.

-----------Money-saving

Student Coupon

D YES,

send n,e 23 '«eeks otU.S. News & World Report for only
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price.

·Graduating Seniors in the ·social,
Behavioral, and Administrative Sciences Humanities and Business. Have you
considered a Master of Science Degree in
Labor Studies and Labor Relations? Excellent Career Opportunities - with Trade
Unions, Human Resources Managements,
Federal and State Regulatory Boards and
neutral agencies. Full Time and Part-Time
Programs - at URl's Kingston· and
Providence locations.
·
Financial Aid Available.
.,:_ ,.,,.,,_
_
1
, For Gr~du~t~?'c~talogu ~S ana ·Applicatio~s~

SUMMER JOB
Gape Cod, Martha's Vineyard, and
Nantucket have thousands of good
paying jobs available to students
and teac-hers this·summer.
A Directory listing these jobs by
employer also.has housing info
and job application forms.
For an immediate copy of the
1984 Directory, send $3.00
{includes 1st Class Postage and
han~ling) to: . "

·3S¢ t
per .· week ,

Name _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - - SchoolName _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A d d r e s s - - - - - - - , - - - - - Apt. _ __
City/State
Zip _ __

u.s.News

& WO RL D R8POR T

Mail coupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
2400 -N St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Listen for the News Blimp, on
by U.S.News & World Report.

, brought to you

'Arts & Science Majors!

Graduate School Office
Green Hall
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881
(401) 792-2262
for details:
Dr. Charles T. Schmidt Jr., Director
. Labor Research Center
316 Ballentine Hall
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881
(401) 792-2239

Only

, , ., All dressed up,
, 'With nowhere to go?

,111===:::;;:::===.=====:~===a

It's not too late to think
about Northeastern's MS in
Professional Accounting Program.
This Program is a 15-month course of study designed
for graduates of Arts and Sciences and othet ·nonaccounting majors. It's a foll-time graduate program divided into five
quarters, preparing you for the CPA
Examination and a career in public
accounting: The third ~uarter is an N ~ ~
internship where you are employed
·
by a leading public accounting firm
such as Arthur Andersen, Alexander
Grant, Coopers & Lybrand, Peat
Marwick, -o r Prke Waterhouse. In ad-

CAPECODSUMMER~OBBUREAU
Box 594, Room 109

Barnstable, MA 02630

Looking for an apartment
in Durham?
·

Karabelas Apar(ments

dition to stu:~ent loans and tuition
scholarships; significant financial
aid is provided by internship
earnings, which ·averaged $5,000
for the three month internship
last year~

You still have time to apply
for the class beginning in June.
Send for brochure, or call ·
(617) 437-3244.

l f3edroom units,•2 people, $1100 -per person per semester
, 2 Bedroom units, 4 people, $90Oper person per ~emester
Heat & hot water included
·
Call Mike 868-5542, JO ·a.·m. - 12 a.m-. or 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

-------------------------------1

Please send more informa'tion about the MS
in Accounting Program.

I .1
I -.
I

Graduate School of Professional Accounting
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 02115

1
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Located 4 Main St.. Durham
-

3-84-DD

Name ,.
Address - - - - - - , - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - City/State/Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,

CoJlege

.

Class____

1

II
I
:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
:

Nortlieaste.rn University :

:- s~~.~-l
I
,
- IN BOSTON .
I
I
Northeastern Universily is an equal opportunity/affirmative action educational
I
I
institution and employer. The College of Business Administration is accredited by tne
· I
I
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. - •
.
I
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The bOOII 'n .card loll
~~~~~~ .-

~
~ .

0 -

~

~ ·

weekend special

.·~ .·
. -~
20% OFF ALL BQXEb
STATIONERY -AND N0TES .'~. 0
· MARCH 24th & 25th· . . ~
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY · ~

CHASING ASTEROIDS TAUGHT - · US SOMETHING IMPORTANT ABOUT
STRESS IN_REAL LIFE: IT'S All
·IN HOW YOU PIAY THE GAME.
dusive faclOrs in the development of heart
problems is str~s5. Although we know that highly competitive
"Type A" adults ai:e statistically twice as prone to coronary ,
, disease, the precise effects of personality styles have been
unclear.
But recently Karen A. Matthews, Ph.D., an American Heart
As;ociatiori Established Investigator, cond~cted a fascinating
.experiment that shows what happens when you're driving to g€t
ahead.
Thirty-three boys, ages 10-12, were categorized, using personality tests, as__ either "Type A" (aggressive, competitive·and
impatient) or "Type B" (more placid in· these areas).
Then the fun began. With electronic gear recording physical
response, the kids played a series of_ fast-paced video games. The
results? "Type A'; subjects' blood pre~sures and heart rates rose significantly higher than did the "Type B's."
Knowing that stress reactions can be severe so early in ·life
bas spurred further study of !'Type A" behavior and ways to
prevent it from often causing serious health~roblems. ·
We support thousands of projects as important as this one.
But we need your help. A contribution to the -American Heart
Association is an investment in research that makes a difference. Helping all of .us fight cardiovascular disease. And win. _
Arn01ig tht mo~t

~~~~J.
Heart

Association

64 Main Street Durham
upstairs at .Town & Campus
- ..... andremember, our
. regular books: paperbacks,
hardcovers, & ✓ childrens, are always
20%. off

R JOB.~
.

(

.

.

Position-Avai·lable:
I

••

summer school -RA's
linen clerks
✓ rece,ptionists
general- laborers
cle_rica I workers

-•Full & -Part-time

.•Work Study & Hour1y
•Free Housing.

Apply: Res-identia I Life/Pettee Hou·seBy M_arch 30,- 1984.

ouaslione: Contact John Whitaker 2-1233

r
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. Attent fo n ' Bunpy ' Mug,the pre-sidentiai
Big _Broth~r doesn't _want you to think
To my Ft -La-uderdale· roomat es, Jen, .. candidate has :been kidnijpped,this is no
__
·
·.. · :;,;seriously about UF0'5.,- but I suggest thatFree, Hurls·, Jeff- & Tim! Had
gr{)at joke. Big Beb,if you want-Ai in baGk,satay
Apartments for Rent
Services and Repairs
.
.. you dpso AskforthebookletWHATYOU vacationthanxtoyo.uguys!Here'stonext - btuned to the personals. He is in on - ·. · . _ NE Eb TQ ,KNOW~ ~wTow n and Campus.
ye a r ?? ! Cheers!
Lu v, Sheila danger. But.if any attempt fo r a rescue is
- - - - - - - - - - - -J
'------------You will learn howstraAg~ 1984r eally is!
- made his left,ear will be cu t off. Signed
MASSAGU MUSCULAR TENSION .
I B
THERAPIST, oflers de·ep-ti 'ssue :Hol'ly Beth-you are sopretty"that my mind,
.
t le unAymen
. .
- ·-· . .
-0
4 Bedroom apt in ·()over on Kari Van .
Living room, Den, Ki.tchen and Bath.
Swedish / Esa~n ard acupre~ure body , sho~~i.r cuttsw.henyeu··. s~y hel~,and I ~
-~ - .·
. . ~~~~~-~
.,
,
cant think of -anything te> say. Have the
·
.
-·
·
·
,
Availal'>le June 1st. Lease requ.ired - no
1
work. for relaxation and relief from tired,
best ·spri·n g _break ever. Al! the Greatest
·
·
- ·
_
·
- •. ·
•1
pets. Call 742-7908 .betvve~n 7-9 pm :
aching, fatrguedmuscles.-Call 862.:;214;-9 ., F
·
0
Durham 2 bedroom apartment' -,country sett-ing. Dishwasher ,
washer /dryer hook-u·p. Wood heat
-r_J_e_r...ry_· _:_:_a_:_
:_o_n_a_1_s_·_ _ _
[f___
w 7wo_&d supplied. $500:lmonth 868:
1139. evenings,
_
_
Brothers -of ACACIA, Jus li~e to say that
I'm . thinking- of. you guys and _the long ·
Red Tower Apartment available for Next
-One- ITT Strh it light with bracket Brnnd
Year!! Fall and Spring Semester ' .~ - '.•.•
.
_
·
Mours of studying l[Otl are doing. , Wish I
_
~
230/ per month; includes everything but . new . Comes with 500 Wcltt light- )iulb. ·couldb~ there. Hope you -are all behaving
Askin~i $100. CilH 3con ilt 2 -1126 c:ir 2- " yourselves especially Ren, maybe I'll be
_electricity -:-:- 12 month lease -- security·
seeing some of you down' here in . F. lorid_a '
deposit; will have to pay dofference of - 1490. Totally le~iiti.mate .
during Spring Break. ·JIM S.
=••c
summer sublet. 1 Female' roo m mare. - Karen ---- Congrntu ratio_ns. :Y OU did itl
Nonsmoker.
Thilnks for heinq il gm ill I ittle sis . Love ycJ ! - Hey Greek. How's your Sem. going? Isn't
studying a real· bitcl-\! Hope your staying
~
Sm'.
Summer sublet in Du rham - l arge
o l,!t of trouble witt.1 all those frats. nearby.
bedroom, kitch.en and bathr{>om. Asking.,_
Jen!
Co11qrntul·c
1tionsl!
I
w1sh
'youth
e
bPst·
H
··
d
s
·
b
k
d
d
'
$200/mo, Includes everything. Call 868alwilysll Loi:~?. Marie
le~t:e/J1~o S. pnng rea . ar, sen ,me a
. .
- . .
- , . ~•
726 1-in early am or late pm. Ask for Tim.
It w a s a gre at tr ip . L et '-,, see , M 'i s s A , you
Kubota,
Ha131py
2Dt
ti.
By.ttle
time
you
read
., Studio Apt.Fo r Rent, Summer Sublet with
get the scoop award. Especiall.y after the. this we .will already have cel.ebrated our
Fall option, On-9over A, Rent $245, heat
first night (arriving at. the Qeach at noon, _lega lity. I hope we ·get smashe.d'. your 20
and hot-water inclu:Jed, off street parking.
really!) And Lynnie, '-"Thu'rsday - night ,. yr .- old roorlJmate, Mark. ..;
Available May 19th, one person onl\i ,
passing out?! Squana, you really showed
firepl ace, Call 749-4671 .
me that you do remember how to drink. Us · Ri'ppling- m-uscles, big feet, razor st_ubble.
RoommatesWarited : need4roomi'.iiates / girls are E:RAZY!!! Reme]1lber,
Whoisthis· studwithcrayoninfist?l'dtell
to sbare a 3 bedroom/2 bathroom · apt
Crochetm.a n is vvatching you! And dol)'t you but I've got to go study. Hey' Mr.Bear
starting Sept 1,.1984. Ideal location --i n
ever forget those men from Columbia .
loves you. When do we write our first
" Durham. Newly built .'Cal l after 4: Karer
Kevin Murphy or McCarthy We'll never book?
(rm 28) 868-9752 (or 2-1638) or Rhonda
know-! Steve I'll wash Udry! Andpf course Judy I,.. did Babson - Rugby · Team _ in
• -• •
862-3226.
Olympian Amr (He doesn't have enough __
Bermuda!! Party up. ANNE MARIE'S·:···- -- §
/
tape,· cod Summer_, HYANNIS- town or'
vowels in his name!) No more playing
- .. Alison, fai l asleep moch at Forty
~
beach/GALS-Sto'phe_reyou·vefounditheadgames-:-wemustgetdow,n fosome . Thieves???- We had a great time you
~........ ~AN
alone or with friends (2 per mom) wit_h
senou~ studying! Kelly~ yo_u- always go _fools-Thank You !! Fi tzY, Ellen; Lynn
·_~ M \
, _U
4
V
--.--- ~
. -.
~• :·_
,
.
~ --~ , .
owo fridge. kitchen privi leges, use of- -:-for th0 Se phi°to_geni<; types if_you kpow Fitzy, How do Bermuda Cop_$''Kiss??/ Do
_
, , ,v
,
1
cable TV. Apts and-cottages $50 and up '-W~-at I mean .. It w_as a super trip, Lets-go you like wet-willies?? What. do you do
--,
·
weekl.Y:, Season only. Collegeatniosphere ::.. visit (;oltn s_ometime soon . After all. h~ while waiting for taxis???, ... , SLIPPER
-.
1-778-1158
or
has some
~ictures
to give
,It was
no -• (Ellen), do _you always; unbuttdn-your shirt _
'\,
- .
· - . __ ---~
--, . ·.. 1_._
. __ •
_·
_ Q
..
·
· 1-729-0905.·
Jargon
thats
for sure!_
L@veus!
One
of your
', ~
Summer • Sublet: " awesome location : -8
Bermudac Buddies ·wtio misses ginger at bars in front of Bermuda Rugby~
Je.n kins Court, in the heart of Du rham,
sna ps and cheddar McVities!!
playe rs??-Wt-ia_t??
~
right above Houghton·s Hardwar e. Need
TJ: Next time you want the condo
Captain, . Than.ks fro the great weekend:
~
,
· '.
(
no more than 4 females. Price ;,,
Boston, P.D.P., The UPTO·W N Pub, pizza at
~
·.
·
rd
.reasonab·le. Nice apartment, part-iallybedroom io Urud·e ale don't forget, to The Union, Sledd i ng, Foo,t loose,'
_ · ·__ ; ~
_, _ L,,
_
·
:
_.
_
·
_
·
__
_,
_
-·
_· _ _ ,.• - _.:·
-. __ · '
.
furnished for the summer! For furt-her
close th e curtai g_
s. Merriwea th er rm 204 shqppi ng, Bingo' sledding, napping, the
_ -' ' { ~ "
_
information - Call 868- 7565 ; ask for
ROADTRW ... ROADTRIP-.. . ROADTRIP..
widpw , being loads, St. fl·atty's at
~ ~
-.- . _
~~~~O'-~~i:;;r,..Q'-..:;~t,")-.O"k.t!!n
Rhoda :
NC,NC,NC, PARTY,PARTY,PARTY ... Get Houlihan.s. We didn't make Florid;;i ·but we
psyched! ·
:
·
made the best of Frar:iklin. Thanl<s. again :-•
- _.,,,.
t.. _ _. _ _......,
Is acybody' really going to go skiing71
Love co~Captain,
Congrats on the job offer; -Aldo -,s it true _, Q.B. Group Six: Hang -in there! These ··
ll'IIM,ln...-VU
.·
_· 1.
th a t Fagan h as . aways
I
. . wante d a
.
·
for. Sale
The Big Chill II
. ..
JS.H,' Hy anniswasgreat . 4Daysa,ndtA_r~e
1papers -aren't as confusing as we're
. -1:
.
nights with you, away from school and
'p ersona I? Here· i·t is Danny,boy. Pl ave a
making them! You guys are great to put in
--------------,
Ma t k F . St_op by t_o show off your ta n ·work was deal. -I thi-nk we used the S.S.
good weekend boys,yot.i' know who.· _ .
all theworR & effort ' &espec i'a lly time.
UNH NURSING UN IFORMS FOR- SALE!
before it f ades_. BB.
_ ftind 'Wisely, don't you? CAM ·
WEJcorn_e back Pain.you 're a gooa buddy
Ke·ep up _the :good work! We're th e best!
PATCHES IN.CL!JDED. FOR MORE ·
UNH Cheerleading Tryouts! There wi'II be
to trnve back,wa r m .up those dancing
EJ.0- Hey roomie! Don't let your grump
INFORMATION; CALL KATIE AT 868To the -men of 623 Holiday Inn-- Ju.stinan organizational meeting on Monday,
feet,you know who agair:i ·
get you down- you two ,are so neat
7565 .
·
,,, ·" WJiat were those "n'oises we heard:Ln the
Apr il 2nd in the Field House Lobby, See
Hi Greg,Johnny O is coming to Maureen·s
togeth ~r. but tt,e little things seem to get
Ski eq d'-ipm ent . Brand new; Never used ~- wee hours of . the m_orning, all week
you ;at 7:00
. "' t
· _, tomorrow night a(:_e you ;I am too,gue.s.s
in' the,wa_y . r·m .sorry y_ou·re feeling grosslet's go skiing or to. fr-iendly's;·'t o-,get o-ur
Olin Raci'ng Comp SL 200<'c i'T) ...:.. R'egu Far'S?i<!' J o13 g?.c.,,;Who gets Qtf O[l-P.hone~s~ x? , .. A,,L , . - To~Da·ve H. ' (Tn'e ' Lyr'lri'' Hicker); Happy ,',,.,_ Who ,
.
.
th
st
20
minds off..of things! Thin k Happy!- \'our_· $335-Now·S275.Dolom it-e-GoldS_lalom· D .G., · o_r7 p D .,. , of :
e .
· ., L,.o.uis
B(rt:hday! Yea-! Are yol! surprized~to be
WAN-! ED :-.R.A.. for SA .Christense n . -All
deserted fr iend, -Har as. -.
Boots _Size 8 -Regular $275_ - Now $225.
-Ca rd inals. · Ge~ry, ~o you st111 ha\ie you_r
hearing from this coffee loving cowch
applicants welcome
Dynaf1t 3f foam boots Size 7 _
1/ 2 fron t- tooth.7 Kelley to<? bad you weJ en t T
N
H
h. 71 h
- - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - . Hey Bunkies.recover from- .SONSH INE
,
f I
t
II p S Tell s h
, potato in HE , ew amps· ire.
ope so.
Lisa. next week,. is . th·e big week , eh?
0
Regula r $295 - Now $235. Co~tact Eric,
oot w\:i
t d OW ~
Just w anted make you r bjJthday sp~cial
Care.ful for your_t·oes-;,. Ldon't want to- hear
Operation? REmember Mike in my hat
12
862-3956. Leave message 111 return
t d -f gf Sit: 'd
h' . ' a oes- 16-.:i
and-..,to ' say thanks-- fo r:' gi\{ing in to this
any more complaining, OK7 It's IV!.Y turri . . i:obin,Fountain ,Head Jeff, two•·. liter
~ ·
s an - or....
tn y -w ere is y our
· ,- conn iving female. ,·(Sm_ ile) By the way, .
.
,
ca lls.
Jack,Kiwimar.i,candy,
(kurrJ,c'haka).Laburn .
..
Danny where are your sneak~ers? Aarron,
H1 M
do dill It h · 1
and Julie,wher·s the beef , 3 lane
1979 Honda CM 400_
. Excellent cond1t1on
where is your jock strap? Jan, Marty an_g_
how was Florida? l'm .. st ill vyaiting for 01¥ .
om n
a ., .. -- · s ere. Fa r r.Stonewalls stand . Hof)k,\Niseguys, ·
Debbie- where were YOU? Marty still
orange (u n less y'Ot;i_.s_ent_ it). Well, "! hope- - . '
.
man who brought us. the
- low mileage: dark .green with striping
M i ke '·s God's squad,Tiny ' s • p1e_t
$750 or best offer. Call 603-474-2296 or . cla i ms t o be a good lrish _Cath o lic girl
y0u -have an awesor;ne b1rthd~y and that _ be's t Christmas present we' ve all had in
.meece,_John Dejager,ef")ough ' said,Uncle
should we believe her? ... Danny . even
you remember some of it! · Love, Mary . years, thanks!
·
·
·
- 207-645-3368::
.
h
d'd ·
· h B
·
xxxoooxu (smi le).(sigh f) P-5'.lw.a_ss-ickfor .
.
.·
.. ,
.
Mort i_m'e t"'- · Der - i ck , Mau re .e n ,. a n.d
WEDDING INVITATIONS - PR-ICES ARE
t Iioug _ you I n t win t e utton s Wl:)t
a w hole week ana r still .tl:iink it was worth · Nancy . d How ya doingr He res the
s1ster,Mole patrol,Ruqes Nerf;Judy,Judy,
LOW IN IDAHO! 106 custo·m printed only
wi Hie contest, you won ours .. :"Aa rron - is it
it! '·
person al I promised ya. Have a ni_ce
Judy.Sugar
Rae Af)n,Pettee, People, ," -:c..
~ $7.95. Senfl for free sam ples to: Gina's, 1:'rue t hat once you go black you never go .
FRIDAY!-donna
Dana.' s tw i n,Cyrithia- out of the
206 East Mai R, Rexb urg, Idaho 83440 .
back? D id anyone come knocki i;i g while
-.,-,,-, -_
way,Herman.Herman the spirit □ aJ man
For i st Class Pastage, send 50¢.
th at Van was rocking c, The girls-of. 1?'2 3 are
al aft, Leeny,where _:..are .''..\i ou? ·· l issa
.
- .-~.
SUMMER JOB
deli ghted to award Bob S the nice-guy.
ICECREAM.new kid Lin da.Dirty GReek
69 Mustang · Coupe, 302 V8, Rower
of-the-room award for the week of March
Cape· Cod, Martha's Vineyard , an~ Nantucket have th'ousands of good
and the loftn ess mons.ter bi kers,_D lR,. _
steering, .Dual Exhaust, Many new parts, - 1Q 17 . A l,'you were a close runner up but
paying
jobs
available
to
students
and·
teachers
this
summer.
A
directQry
better and bette·r,Hicky t be , Ratt ... LOve $35_
0 0_ Invested. Looks and Run s ni ce..·.• you blew it with th at South ern Belle ..
v';ill.vo1ir hros_ in ~27
listing these jobs by employer also includes complete housing info andjob
Asking $1-500. Call 86802769 .
..:.Gerry_- What was you r · BEST_ nj ght? ... To
· application fc:,rms. Summer 1984 Direc!ory ready no·w. For, copy send
CAME RA EQUIPMENT! Canon AE:l wi th ~--·-the · Bee Bops_ and - the Eldorodettes'- 1,,1.i. Bri, the staff left me some 'room in-the;:
50 mm lens-$130; Chinar 85-2_10r;n rt1. ·/ QooWop ... DooWop ..:
·
$3 .00-(includes 1st Class Postage and handling) to:
personals so I get to sa.y hi. H!=LLO! I am;;,,zoom / macro lens ·_
$65; __...Canon :- Hey Simulat ion Terrorist- Please don't
psyched about the party altho,ugh I'l l try
..
·~ CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU ""
speedlight 155A flash ·· $25 · Prices
kell me. Wha t ARE you plotting? Thanks
not to drink so much tonic beca-tJ se th·e Box.-594; Room· 109, Barnstable, -MA 02630
negotiable of bought together. Also Kod ak
for yo ur ki nd benevo lence; anyway.
·
_-_..
gas is something else .
600H slide projector - $70. Ca ll. Claudie
You 've been a friencl in need, indeed. _
"'
S;;orry Mark, we apologize for not kn·owin'g'>
749-6056daysarid859-3051 eves .
Love, The-WiggilyMan
_your last name. Hope you ar e satisfi ed ~ ~
Technics SL-8350 Turntable . Full y
Summer Jobs!! !'r lf you're in-dire need of a
with your new last nam e. We were qeirig
automatic, repeat key cueing light, Neve'r
summer job come rake a look at the Job
considerate in not waking y ou _
af 2'-'a m:
used, st ill in box. S_85. Call after 10:00 pm.
Bo·ard on the top- floor of. the MUB.
Hi mommy Hoover, I c1rn so happy-we got
-. /
332-5200. Posit ions fro m alL o_ver.
►
the new typesetting equ ipmerit. ·
CAME RA EQUIPMENT! Canon AE- 1 with
SQUA SH A PA THY!!! Come to the SBP &Hev wor ld, th.e typesetring made ~ir qack
50 mm lens: $130; Chinar 85-2 10 mm
SBV P. Ca r.i dates Debate Wed. 28th from
-0
from N.C.
·
·
· .-.,.
zoom / macro lens:- $65; Canon speed light
12-2 'in the Strafford Room. If you have a ""'O
1 ?5A fl~sh: _$25; Prices negot iable if
question for the candidates .you m-9y
Jim you, bum where the \,y_ere yo Q'when I":_
bought a,s package . .Al~o Kodak 600H
submit · it in writing at ) he de>or · or
~
needed your help for a halF - page.-,_: ;
slide proJector: $70. Call Claudie days,- -- formulate it while you watch
:~
photo????-Out Drinking???
- • · '.;
· ·
.. ,...'-":
749-6056, 859-3051 evenings.
·
_
·
·
"wN
.
.
.
Mary, Happy _B -D.ay to you, Happy Biday to
....,;.
That's '· all folks there's no morerocirri° ·,
Th r.ee girls 1 0-speed bicycles (Schyv111n
you, Happy B-Day Mary-Perm, Happy fl· _ton ig ht'
:Ct-:-:c!._
$uburbans, light blue) new cond1t1on >
Day to you. Love, Tracy
.......J
$125. Also a dorm-room refrigerator,
--:i
Sanyo, excellent co'ndition, $85. Please
Mary-drinkir.1g age in Fl. is 19, What a
call Cathy 868-9734 or Ken 868-1904.
. fantasti"c_tan you have. Maybe next -year!
r-1
1973 Dodge ·cornet - Many new parts,:
Happy_ 8 -day to an alcoholic, from an
V
new battEi)ry, comp lete_ exhaust system, · alcohol ic. Let's go Brett-Dancing in
►
front - shocks, water pump - and hoses.
Plymouth. Love, Lisa
Asking $60k0 or Best offer 868-1460 asf
Mary Have a-Happy Burp-Da.y! Tim
for John:t,
Mary, Have a wicked, awesome, su_per,
looking for the owner o·f a 1983 Toyota
fa h tastic, Happy Birthday. Love ya , Becky
Corolla_:_ Red, th.at is for sa le. I am
MARY!!! Have a SUPERB -DAY!!! Love ya,
intereste-d. Call 868-5692day, 742-3475
- ·
_your Roomie
evening.
~Dear "Pick les, Oni•on, No Mayo"- Have a
Great Birthday! If .you EVE-R want to get
trashed or _Get a steak and cheese,' you
know who to come to! As .long as we're
_H
. elp
_
not· dancing near t he Shiek_!! Love ya, La

•.
:-. - _ .1-
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ANSWERS

HEIDI·

w_anted_J[lll

Summer jobs avail·ah le at Resi-L if-e:
general laborers, cle r ical workers, Line.n ·
Clerk, Receptionists, Summer .School
RA's Appl'(at Pettee House by March 30. 'Work Study Desi reabie . ·
· Counselors: CA MP WAYNE, n ort:heastern
Pen na. Co-ed childr en 's camp. Interest ed
iA Resident Assistants and other,stti dent s
who_r_e-a LLy love children. ·our specialty is
ou r- wa r"m a.n·d caring atmosphere. 12
Allevard £t ,Bido ''Beach, NY ·11561.
(Include 'y our teleph-one Ii umber)
..

P.UT. send m y love t e .J ean. Oh yewah , .
happy birth day. Love , Never, Michael
UNH NURSING UNIFORMS FOR SALE! .
PATCHES INCLUDED . CALL KATIE AT
-S68- 7 56 5 FOR 'MORE INFORMATION.•

-,....,:,

,:,

frorp Schnoozy
.& -fhe gang~-

b:i::

'~COUNC IL:. TRAVE L/ C_IFE For ln t' I_Stu~ent-_ I[') bu9get Ai r Fares, USA flights, Europe
').;.__
Charters, Youth Hos.tel Membership, ' .,.Eura ii pass, w ork and st udy Abroad, and
much more! Free Catalog ~ CALL 266_1_926 or dr op by our riew oJfi ~e. 729
,
13oylston St , · 2nd - FJ., _-'Bostgn. · Mass. .
02116
·
'
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From~golf...

( c-ontinued from page 3)
obtained masters i_n business
ii'dministratio n fro·m the
U.hiver'sit)< E~'Gh- p~nel1st waf
pi-~~en'f a 15-ni.in~~e 's~mma1/
of___job _opp0rtuh1t1es -1~ their
~r£~"oJ int@,~est. a~ter. wh1.ch the -

- ajud1e_nc~

WIii

l:>~~:lrtVlf~g ,;to-•~s~

<iuest1ons.
..,,, -r · ,,. · ·} ~mpl~yer d~m.and fo_r math,
~aJors 1s _strong and sta~te.
Jriundy _said,. ~b~caus~ - u1:11tke
-z

many majors~ a r_nath major is
fitted for a varietv of .careers.
She cited educat,ion. the
c;on1puter industry. utilitiesand
.manufacturing firms as just a
few of t~e ·wide-op·ei'i" markets
? 'fo;r math·. majors.
-,
·. "" All ofd{df<J'UNH students-i
- iinajbring in math are invited to ~
attend the car~er night.·
although Mundy .· said anv I

•

.,

,·

1n-----..-----...-~:.::::-~~.::.::.::.::.:::.=._;.., :

J
· n ._,_ -,':·
th e -ac- t•I oO_

-

.,_

-

,: .c ;Public, l~terestRese arch Groups -( PI RGs)are~··

-~.. tp grography.,

: student -. intere·sted in -'- job
~pos~i_bilitie·s-Jn the math fietd·is
welcome.
··1t (~ math majo-r) allows _
you a'- wide mobility' in where
you go. because of the need for
problem solving _a bilities and. ,
a-nalytical ski-lls/' ·sa+d~~uiydy~r_--- _, .. '.
who is organizing .tn'e;.\e~el):t .
: ·• _-•·- ·
with UN H Profetstfr'J of
,·
Mathematics Homer Be.chteU.
Tuesday's career night.
scheduled from 7 to ,- 9p:m .. is
one in a series of suc_h programs
held at the alumni: tenter ·this
schoqJ Ytar. Other career
~nights' featured repres~ntatives
from the fields of ba,nking.
insurance. and computer_related bus_iness and industry.
'

,j

•

•

..

:·

',.

·!:-

i_,

It's back to (he
books for
[!NH students.

•

! l)Onprofit, nonpartisan, statewide organizations
~- which•' conduct -·· research, education . .: --and
a d.v 6 c ac·,, . on . issues of en vi ro nm en ta I
preser_va-t'io.n, .':~onsu·m~r:x -p·rot~ciion-~:- .-and
~ 'corpo"rire .and :governme11ta l accountabilit y.
_
EnJry--le;vd prof~ssiona l p.ositions and
summer jobs are available with the PlRGs
f ;nati0-nwide:· The current focus of the PI RGs is:..
k th~ Natio-~ a:l Stud~nt Conference for -Voter
R~'gistrado~ :---Foi~ more information, e~:ntact the
·career ,Plc1.nning .anq Pl_atement _Office .. Job
1 jnterviews
· are -scheduled Ofot March . 23, T984.
Join the action. :
,!

· -'-.

,,

i

f

f
~

t

-

'

~ ~

-

: :Con.t act yDur· c~mpus <;fr ·state ;: PIRei : or
:I. -call the National
office-at(-617)423-1796.
•
::J

~·/
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Camp·Echo.
. Lake ·'

'.,(

THE UNH SKI CLUB

IS GOING TO

EnJoy
Fourid~d 1946

Working with ,

-, SUGAR LOAF, ME

Children? ' One of New .York's oldest -and finest Private
· Camping ; Centers for children from age 6 .
throµgh 16-has a number of challenging staff
:; positions -for -your consideration. Located in
t t,he Adironda ck Mountain s, our staff _and
( campers come from the world over. We invite
:: your interest.

--• Trip Date:
Trip Price: -

,;:

I

·_-Sigp ·UP nolV··& take ad~antag e of the
~. b·e st -spring skiing •in New pngland.
'

\

When:.

Tues. March 27 J, 1-2
Tables in the MUB balcony.

Where:

,f
Studen(s are to sign_up. for int!rviews
Jh·e w:eek of.:March::26 in . ·
Care~r Planning and Placement office. ·', '
. .

k

i:'

,

••

·, ::

.

:'"'·-

.

•

$69.50

- (includes 2 lift tickets, -.lodging, meals)
- -

We offer · ~hallenging opportuniti es in Group Leadership ,': Waterfront , Tennis, _ Creative Arts,.
Tripping, Crafts (Ceramics,. Woodshop ), Archery, :
~ Radio, Gerler~l Staff, U pperclass--p ersons, Graduate "_
Stude~ts 'and _. :fa~ulty welcome. :

April 6-8

, .- - _:Also;;_ all

outstanding candy_ sales ~must be
- :returried,·to us by these datest
'

'

-

•·.

.,.-

:

./

'

-

Funded by PFO
-

'

I

'

---------------SC HAFFER---~--·--------------·tcontinued '.from-~page J)

affects men who arc ·cterical
W<lrkcrs. service Qr employed
traditionally ..female jobs.
The problem. according to
Schaffer is with the Reaimn
administratio11~ which'"° is
against pay equity and unions.
She cited a recent court case in
Wash,ington ~ State where the
- -'- state ,departm~n-t was
knowingly underpaying
women workers. The · court
ruled in fav~)I" of the women but
the governor is appealing the
_ decisi,on to the state Supreme
Court. and the Reagan
Administration is backing him.
_ .. Unless Ronald ·Reagan is
. out of office in .1985 we won't
sec improvements for women
but a step backwards."
Schaffer said.
Besides orgunizing politically against Reagan. Schaffer
said she feels women should
form unions ... Everyone should
join a union." Schidfcr said.
'"It'~ the only way to bargain
with management Companies
can _do anything they want.
Workers have less protection
than people realize ."
Schaffer. who's heen with

i'n '

--EMT....-<continued from page 2)

District 925 for rhret years. · decide l wanted to fight
-once worked as a clerical llncqual pay... Schaffer said.
secretary in a college .office. She Schaffer - th-en went back to
tried to <nganizc a union there. school to receive a- labor
relatioAs degree fr.om U-Mass.
·
failed. and left her job.
Eq.uaL opport-unity in
.. lt wasn't as d·ramatic as
Norma Rae but it made me employmc-nt . today doesn't

/

ex:ist according .to Schaffc.r.
···Although there have been a lot
of _g ains barriers still exisL ..
Schaffer sa-id. •• An e.mp1oyer

not . hire " a woman
because of discrimination. But ·
today they wo.n't say it
_-outright.
might

LAST CHANCE!

to be a UNH~'Tutor-Coutzselor',

, BIIIE SILES .

*Work with high school students.
*Residential, June 14-August 15.
*$1500 plus room & boara.
*Must be on work-study -·
*Ccill 862-/1562, now.
*Deadline- April 5

TREK-NISHIKI-CANNON-DALE

0

Racing and Touring Supplies

Durham BIiie

-.
19 Jenkins C<,urt, Durham ·

868-5634

.

Hou~s: Mon.-Fri. 12-5

FIT KIT

Sat. 9-12

Welco1ne

Why not intern in
London or Edinburgh this
Summer, 1984?

Gordieaark
Gordie Clark has joined
Dreher-Holloway ·as a
- sales ,representative for
-Mercedes-Benz and
BMW.
Best known for his
hockey career, Gordie
.
skated for a West German team the Maine Mariners, the Boston
Bruin organization and UNH. Gordie .now
lives in Portsmouth with his wife and two
children and plans to become active in
minor league hockey programs.
Gordie invites his friends to see the all
new import showroom and service facility
at Dreher-Holloway.

Places available (unpaid) in Parliament,
Law Firms, Social Science,
Town Planning, Education and Museums.
ACADEMIC CREDIT AVAILABLE IF
.
NOT POSSIBLE THROUGH YOUR
HOME INSTITUTION.
Costs: ' $1690 10 weeks
Board, Lodgin·g + Pl~cement
June 4 - August 12

The EMT coupes .fill up
quickly. Holt said. and he
advises students to pick u_p· the
applications as soon as
possible .
· The course is also open to
non-UN_H students, who may ,
regis-ter through the Division of
Continuing Education .: Holt said he believes the
EMT course is an excellent

.@Drei!!~:!2~&
Epping Road, Exeter, N.H. 603/772-4787

·

.

_.

..

Sales • -Service • Leasing • Parts

.,' ....

TURN'. ·i~V"UR
-., .

- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , -'
.to learn
opportunitywhick
·
prove lfl_ _ _ _..;.._ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~· - - - - •· ,
couldmedical',techniques
1useful at any moment of one\

Area
M ouies

Cine 1-6. Newington Mall

.lee Pilate.\· ( PO )'7:00 & 9;~.15 _.
.
Splash (PG) fr:55 & 9:20
The Right Stuff' (PG) 7:50
Lassiter ( R) 7:25 & 9:35 ·
Never err Woll (PG) -6:45 &
9:05

.

.

Against All Odds (R) 7: 15 &
9:45 .
, Matinees on
Sunday only

Cinema 4·.
Portsmouth

Saturday and
Lafayette

Rd ..

Hotel New -Hampshire ( R) 7:00
._
& 9:00
Footloose(PG) 7:00 & 9:00
Blame it on Rio { R) 7:00 & 9:00
Terms of Endearment (PG)
_ 7:00 & 9: 15

Hamptom Cinemas, Lafayette
· Rd., Portsmouth
~'ip/ash (PG) 6:45 & 8:50 . · , . --'fee Pirate.dPG) 6:55 & 8;45 ·
Never Cry Wo(t(PG) Call for __
showtimes
Police Academv Call fo e
·
, showtimes
Ioka. Exeter

Silkwood

(R) . Call

for

showtimc's

Strand.

20

NIJRSl·NG·; DEGREE
. ,. ·. INTO COLD.

.· • . · • They're the gold bars of a second lieut~nant in th~ .·
Army Nurse Corps. As an Army Nurse, you 11 be an officer,
with all the respect and dignity that g9 with being an officer.
-. You'll have the oppprtuJ;l.ity .to co11tinu~ yo1:1r .educa- _
tion, to add a variety of professiqnat skills, to grow 'in your /
._
_
_ · ·
profession.
_-,If you're working ori your_ BSN or if you already have c!_ _
BSN_and are registered to.practice in th~ United Stqte~~r •- . - Puerto Rico, you could be eligi~
:. ·
1~·
bletobecomeanArmyNurse.·.
t
To find out what
you want (o know ._ ,
about Army Nursing~
.• callMAJ Deborah A .
Bell. Call collect:
301-677-4891 or 301-677-4706.

3rd .. St., Dover _

Death Stalker (R) 6:30 & 8:30
Tri-City Cinemas, High St..
·
Somersworth
. Blame it on Rio ( R) 7:-00 & 9:00
&• 9:30
Tank '(PG)..,~,.1, 7:00
. .,
"'\,~
'M••, 'io\ •• ~ <.,. ('_ ; ·4-Jl',_.:,,'O••·l,

·
·•

.

.

-ARMYNU.RSE CORPS.
BE At LYOU CAN BE. -.

.
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EDJTORIAL

We've got ·you .covered
There are t.wo popular m_yths about The
New Hampshire _Sports department that are
floating around the UN H campus.
The first is the notion that certain sports
aren't covered becau·se they are conside_red
unimportant. The second myth is that . the .
Sports Editor · has total control over what is
and isrrt covered.
- Let me make this clear~ the ONLY reason a
sport gets little or no coverage is because there
is no one interested in covering it. When ther8-are eight sports events in one weekend, and five
sports- reportei::s, something wil1be left out.
Most-the ti1me several_ .reporters will write
more than one· story an issue to even out this
ratio. but it is unfair to ask any full _fime
-student to do this all the time.
Yes, that's right, sports reporters are
- actuafl~· students and have to study and take

of

Gymnasts

Will

exams like evervone else. So next time \ ' OU ·
can't· find yo;r favorite spo-rt in p;int.
~ remember, it's probably because someone has
three tests that week, or went home that
weekend, or l}as two term papers to write.
I'd love to see every sport covered at U ~ i-1.
Every week I spend hours on the phone trying
to ,get people to cover every sport. however.
that rarely happens, and it won't happen until
the sports department has a larger staff.
People can continue to criticize me and the
sports department. but that won't change
things. _Change will only come when the dozens
of potential sports writers at UN ff show
enough amb1t1on and drive · to face the
challenge of a professional leveL stud~nt-run
newspaper.
__ _ __________
The New Hampshire is· run by students for
stude~ts. Student participation is the key. So

next time you find that you're dissat_isfied with
the spor-ts coverage. do something about it.
Write.
I'm not making excuses. I'm just stating the_
plain fact that if a sport doesn't have a reporter
assigned to it all the time. it won't get covered
all the time.' Right now there are only four
reporters who are willing to ·take on the
responsibility of covering a sp<;->rt game after
. game._
'
- if you're dissatisfied with the quality of
sports reporting in The New Hampshire, let me
know. If you're unhappy because a certain _
sport is-not covered in every issue, don't talk to .
me about it, because I'll just r_e peat myself: the
ONLY reason why a sport doesn't get covered
is because there is no one to cover it.
Ray Routhier

ECAC, head for NCAA's

By Donna LaRue
On Saturdav, March I 7: the
UNH gymnastics team traveled
to the University of Vermont
for the ECAC gymnastics
championship. UN H defeated
U-Conn., Northeastern. U- .
Mass. and UVM wi n ning the
championship with a- team
score of 175.45,
_The UNH . gymnasts
perform.ed well even though
senior Lucia Cancelmo injured
her knee and was unable to
compete in the meet.
Diane Carlin captured first
place in the all-aroun'd with a ,
35.2 while senior Jayne Dean's
scqre of35.05 was good enough
for second place.
On the vault UNH's Nancy
McCarrick's 8.7 and Toby
' Kapp's 8.61 · placed fift~ and
sixth respectively.
·,
.. Our performance on the
vault was good," -said Coach ._
-Gail Goodspeed. '"However.
the scores we -received didn't
reflect it."
The UN H gymnasts had a ,.
very good performance on the
uneven parallel bars. with only
McCarrick missing her set.
Jayne D_ean placed first- with a
9.0 while Toby Kapp and
Peggy Donovan took forth and
fifth place respectively.
With onlv two UNH
perfor_mers hitting sets on the
balance beam. Carlin's 9.05~
managed lo take second place
while To,by Kapp's 8.85
. received fifth place.
Junior Kim Sonier dominated the floor exercise with her
i UNH's Lucia Cancelmo co~petes on the balance be~m earlier this season.The gymnasts won the ECAC championship and are
first place performance scoring
headed for the Nationals.(Jim Millard Photo)
.
·
_
. a 9.3. Freshman Jill Miller
·captured third place with a commented Junior Diane
Earlier. in the season U~N H
9.15, while Dean and Carlin Carlin.
defeated Penn State and if the
. both received a 9 .1.
The team will be relying on team goes into the competition
According to Qoo,dspeed, the younger gymna'its in this with their u_sual confidence and
( continued from page 32)
'"That was one of the team's competition since -Lucia is energy they should have a very
better performances - on the injured.
positive outcome.
floor. Jayne Dean had a great
'"In the last few meets the
had. everything - had to go many -· western skiers and
routinewithonlyoneerrorthat younger _gymnasts - have
smoothly!" He gives credit for coaches as well as NC AA
cost her .5· points, and first improved a lot and have really
the administrative success to Chairman Bob Flynn were ail
place."
' come through for the team,"
Bill Knight, · Brooke Merrow. favorable, saying that this has
This weekend the team will said injured Senior Lucia '.
_ ·
1
and
Ca thy Munson "for been the best National
travel to Penri State to compete Cancelmo. "The entire team is
( continued from page 32)
holding down the fort at the - Championship · yet. All these
in the 1984 · NC AA · East better than ever this year and
.Regional Championship:
that showed in their the season -is the First Annual bottom of the hill." Interim good feelings reflect wel l on t'he
President Gordon Haaland' facilities at Atti'tash and
UNH , is going to the performance last weekend ."
Specia•J Olympics shich will _be
was
one of the event's Jackson and on the University
championship as a defin_ite·
According to Senior Ja~' ne held today. the _ competition
underdog with the'loss of Lucia . Dean. "The Jeam has worked · will consist of two'man teams distinguished spectators and for producing another
Cancelmo. They are ranked all year so that we could - from the nordic and alpine ski was impressed by the caliber of nationally ranked team.
fourth behind Penn State, Ohi-o
recover in· a situation like this. squads._farch alpine skier must the athletes. Comments from
and ·Pitt.
·
·
Lucia's injury is a definite loss ski a 5k cross-country race and
.. If we can hit 5 of our ,6 but if we stay confident and hit each nordic skier a JO ga te
Write Sports J_or The New Hampshire
attempts i·n all of the events we - o·ur sets we tan_ ~eas strong as slalom. Mayer and Koch have a good sflc5tl ar'ifo'n'i/1g:" ever."
beware!
·

----NORDIC-----

---ALPINE
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Wildcat nordic Skiers take 6th and 7th
r

r

By Weatherly Barnard
The UNH Nord-ic Ski Team
finished up its season this past
week at the NC AAs- hGld in
· Jacks o n. N H . Out of the
fourteen colleges that gathered
here from as far as . Alaska.
Utah, and New Mexico, the
men's team placed 7th and the ·
women 6th.
.
In ·order t.o qu·alify for this '
national event, the Wildcat
skiers had to he among the top '
18 in Eastern D ivision I racing
results. I-or the men. skic;rs
M i k e H u s s e v , B r e n d_a n
Sullivan. and ., Stefe Poulin . __
qualified. For the women_it was -:
Julie Woln y, Carol Wa,rner,
and· Marv Haines . A nd with
each tea~ m 1:cdifvin2: threP
racers. UN H was supplied ".v ith
SuUivan, and Steve · Poulin,.,.
- as weil as the individual. ·
The men's individual 15 km
and women's 7.5 km races took
place on Thursday . Out of the
natj_ons top 43 men's collegiate
skiers, Sullivan placed 22nd,
Husse y 23rd, and Poulin 32nd. ,
For Sullivan. this was a second
apr~arance at NCAAs. In -1~83
he skied.toward an outstanding
11th place in the individual and
was a member of the fifth place
relay squad along with Hussey
and Hastings. This year he was
The NCAA nordic championships were held at Jackson Hole, i~ Jackson · ,N.H.
spring
elected to the All-East second
event.( Weatherly Barnard photo) ,
·
·
team and in five individual
For · Pouli~.- one of U NH\
felt .that they were stale as a
al. She was the first-place skier of UN-H's strongest skiers this
races th_is carnival season he
tnost eonsistent skiers, this was
result".
_
,
at
both the William's and St. season. Her best individual
was never out of "'top ten".
. a second NC AA appearance
By contrast, he thought that
Lawrence Carnivals, as well as performance this year was an
Hussey. the 'nor-die team also. Although
he had be~n
the Women·'s individual went.._ second at the UNH event. She eighth place at St. Lawrence
capt~in a_n d member of the hattling a two-week
sickness,
well. With Wolny 12th, Haines
was also a member of' the Carnival and, still qualifying as
All-East _first team, improved he .kept eleven
· skiers behind-- 23rd, and Warner 26th they
team's superior relay squad a junior, was a top ten fini_s her
his 1983 NCAA appearance by him which
contribu_ted to a 7th
earned 7th place. Fpr Wolny,
which never placed lower than in the U.S. Cross Country
. four places. Although this was
place total for the nordic men,
two year capta!!l and membfr fourth _this·-:.. seaso.n. . It · is Championships.
.
not one of his ~trongest effQrts,Coach Cor)' Schwa rlz, f h~ of the Nor-Am Team and Allunfortunate for us-·that, as a
-Th is . was Haines' first
his 1984 season proved to be his man
responsible for d~veloping
East first team, this was a
senior, this was Wolny'_s last appearance at the NCAAsalso.
most powerful at UN H yet. He • the strong nordic teams,_
felt
fourth consecutive NC AA
season skiing for UNH.
While transferri_ng from
. is ranked fourth in the East and that the men's
individual "'was
meet. Her final NCAA effort
For Warner, however, this Washington " State -last year,
- out of five races he placed
not a good race. We skied solid
moved her up three pfaces from
was a first appearance at the Haines took a year off. This
second once and third twice- but our potential is
so much
last year's result-leaving her NCAAs. Her impressive year, however, she returned to
the second he reached at the better. The
bad weather during only two places away ff'oin l). a,c.kgrou ~-d as - a J uni-or college competition and proved
Eastern Championships at
oui; warm spell hindered out
becoming All-American,
National and Junior -Olympic herself to be a tremendous asset
Mi(jdlebury.
training and man~~of.the s_kiPrs
W_olny's season was exception- Champion hel ed ·her to be one to the nordic team. Her best
performance this year was 13th _-.
in the individual at the Eastern
-Championships at Middlebury.
_
Schwartz noted that in this
race "Haines and Warn er skied
· very well" and that- "Wolny
skied a good race but with her
strong season, she cou_ld have
been All-American".
The men's relay on Saturday
was pervaded by · bad luck .
. Sullivan was tripped in the first
leg and watched many of the
skie"rs in this fi _e rcelv
competitive leg ski be _ the
position he had earned. In the
second leg, PouJi.n h~d a brutal
fall which brnke his ski-He was
able to obtain another ski- and
finish his leg but t_h e effects of
the fall and the fact that he was
fcfrced to ski on different skis
with two different wax surfaces
made him feei as though he was
~'dragging an anchor".~H ussey's
final , leg suffered no great
mishaps but there was too
much time lost for t-I uss~y to
catch th-e-7th p-!ace Middlebury
skier in front of him.
The women's ~ relay ran
rdatively smoothly. Schwartz commented that "they did their
. job" which was .to "be righ!
behind Middlebury for the ,
team to finish seventh overall."T he results from the
individual races and the i:,elay
were c;.ombined to leave the men in 7th and the women in 6th. Both teams were third in
the East.
·
,_ .
UNH h
d (M
M" · h h t )
The onlv competition left fo !:_
The NCAA alpine championships were held at Attitash, in Bartlett N .H. last week, as . •. ' :• ... ~te . arc ,ccic e p o
<;1,
io,n_o a: ',v <:f
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UNH host~ Natio nal skiing cham pions hips
.

.

By Marc Micciche
Two weeks ago, as most of us_
were taking midterms and
busily packing for a week of
sun and fun, a certain number
of us, thirteen to be exact, were
working hard a·t something
they love - and doing quite
well too. These thirteen men
· and women were skiing to win
against the best competitors in
. the country and the world at
the

NC.A..A.

Nation'a l

Skiing

Championships at Attitash and
the Jackson Touring Center.
' The -sun rose over the Giant
Slalom course Wednesday as it
had all week during training. A
- more perfect day and more
perfect conditions could not
have been ordered. The girl~
faired very well,' placing 8th
uverall and 3rd among eastern
schools. Cyntnia Lewis came in
23rd, followed by Nancy
Gustafson, 27th, Jill Sickels,
28th, and Jill Gravink, 32-nd. The only men's qualifier was
Chris Johnson who placed 35th
in the event.To the skiers, these
positions seem mediocre at first
because they are used to top-15
slots. It is important to note,
however, that these numbers
represent their performance in
the entire nation. Viewed in this
light they reflect a considerable
achievement because there will
always be very good skiers who
finish last in a field thi-s strong.
On_ Friday at Attitash,- the
Slalom- was held. Two full ·
teams put the UNH men into
7th and the women into 6th.
UN H's Russ Dearborn ~lides down the !ii~l _at Attitash's Spillway race course ~uring t~~- ~~AA •s-.(M_a_rc Micciche photo)
Both teams were 3rd in the
East. Five of the seven racers I
.
nailed down top-25 spots:_ that is beginning to stir up a lot. retards the development of the ·
of controversv concerns sport in the US'. " Women's
Chris Johnson, 21st: Russ
foreign-competit~r participa- Alpine coach Lex Scourby
Dearborn, 22nd: Jill Sickels,
tion in national collegiate adds, "It might be necessary to
18th: Jill Gravink, 21st: and
Cynthia Lewis, 24th. Willie athletics. Ironically: a quick limit the number of foreign
Wescott finished close behind glance at the AII-AIT1crican _ competitors ...• This system is
in 28th while Nancy Gustafson team shows that about 40 grossly neglected and taken
ran into some bad luck, percent of_the compedtors are advantage of."
hooking a tip and getting foreign students. Reactions to
There is no controversy
tangled up in some videotape this influx of foreign recruits whatsoever regarding the By Ray Routhier
pla~'· ~oac~_Garber was-"hap.py
equipment. She was-awarded a are varied, but the general success of UN H as the host
Freshman Barrv Fraser
with, the effort."
re-run, but the time and place consensus combines both pro school. Men's c-oach Paul scored with one second . left in
'\We learned a lot from that
just were not right as she did and con positions. ..Foreign Berton commented that, -~With regulation and Steve Gialtrelis game." said Garber.
· co'mpetitors do raise the level of the snow and weather we have scored in overtime to give UN H
-not finish. ·
Virginia was ranked second
an 8- 7 lacrosse victory over in the nation. and jumped out
Numbers do not present the competition," says Assistant
ALP-INE, page 30
Penn State, Saturday in State to an 8-1 lead over 'UNH.
entire story, however. One area Coach C_ory Schwartz, •·but it
College P.A..
.
Controversv surrounded this
The Wildcats had trailed 7-5 game. as th~ pipes at the base of
with a minute left in the game. the Virginia nets weren't
With• 20 seconds left, Peter covered with wood as the rules
Drummond scored hi.s second . state. The official a.greed with
goal of the game on a one on • coach Garber that the goals
one dodge, and then Fraser could be disqualified. However
sent the game into overtime.
the Virginia coach told Garber
Giatrelis' goal was an open:- that his team would never play
netter, as Penn State goalie UN H again if he called the
Tom Florence came out of the penalty. Garber. who wants his
net, and was checked out of the team to continue · playing the /
play. Both Florence and
best competition, didn't call the
UNH's Andy Soma had big penalty, and Virginia _went on
days in the net, making 15 and to win, 20-8.
17 saves respectively.
Afread" this season, UN H
'"Their goalie · kept them has experienced two crucial
ahead. he's All-American injl!ries. Senior Brian Byrnes is
material," said UN H coach Ted out for the next three to. six .
Garber, "We really needed to . weeks with a possibly chipped
beat Penn State."
ankle. Freshman Steve
The Wildcats record in the Thomas. a leading goal scorer.
young season' is 1-2, after losing has a thumb injury and his
to Virginia and Maryland in
playing ability is limited.
their first two games, UNH is
This weekend. UN H will
ranked second in New England defend its title at the Loyola
behind Brown.
tournament against St. Johns.
The Cats lost to Marvland
Loyola ·and Adelphi.
15-10. after leading 5-2 a"'t one
-"We hope to get to use our
point. Despite some missed · power play, -it should be an
T·he laxmen edged Penn State,8-7 in overtime last Saturday in State College P~A. The team is now
opportunities and careless aggressive, _rock'em sock'em
. 1-2 ori the season.(Jfrri Millard photo) ·
/ ·
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-game," said Darber.

Laxme n ·_e dge
Penn · State, 8-7
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